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HIGH AND LOW
Low tonight and high Saturday 
a t Kelowna 32 and 42. Tempera* 
lures recorded Thursday 44 and 
32 with a trace of rain.
FORECAST
Cloudy today. Sunny Saturday, 
Mild. Winds south 20 in the Ok* 
anagan, light elsewhere.
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Union Men to Seek/
Approval of Locals
VANCOUVER <CP>-Deleg*tes 
of British Columbia’s 6,000 strik­
ing pulp and paper workers hur­
ried back, to their locals today 




work stoppage that has cost 
more than $50,000,000 in lost pro­
duction.
The proposals were agreed on 
Thursday night after seven days 
of meetings between union offi­
cials and representatives of the 
seven companies involved 
Spokesmen for both sides re­
fused to reveal precise details, 
but they said the proposed new 
contract includes:
“A change in wage structure' 
.to  be made in instalments dur­
ing the life of the contract: 
Improved provisions for paid 
holidays and vacations;
’ Settlement of seniority dis­
putes. disagreements over de­
tails and “other minor issues 
Increase in life of the contract 
beyond the one-year period cov­
ered by previous contracts. 
UNIONS TO VOTE 
Manager D. R. Blair of the
Pulp and Paper Industrial Rela­
tions Bureau which has repre­
sented the companies in negotia­
tions, said the proposed settle­
ment will be put to membership 
of the two striking unions in a 
referendum and results likely will 
be known Monday evening.
Union negotiators declined to 
say whether they believe the pro­
posed settlement will be ap­
proved by the strikers.
International vice - president 
John Sherman of the Pulp and 
Sulphite Workers Union said the 
unions gained substantial conces­
sions and were “within reach of 
our objective."
Publicity officer John Helnman 
of the union’s Port Albemi local 
said after receiving news of the 
proposed settlement that it was 
being referred to the member­
ship because the union negotia­
tors felt it was not worthy of 
their approval.
“What is being brought back 
from Vancouver for a vote could 
not have been deemed worthy of 
delegates’ signatures as a  good 
settlement,” he said.
' W -
U. K. Rail Wreck 
Claims 10 Lives
' . ■ ) i. !
LONDON (Reuters) The halted between two suburban sta-
death toll stood at 10 today fol­
lowing a suburban railroad wreck 
'Thursday night on a line with a 
“ foolproof” system of automatic 
tw in control. ;
. 'Despite this, one packed com-
•‘‘tauter train plowed in to ih e  re a r  afr-'Lewishamr-t-Sfe
of another in thick fog at Dagen­
ham, Essex, as the latter was
Teen * Terrorist 
Owns IT  Killings 
Sought Notoriety
SCOTTSBLUFF. Neb. (A P )- 
The teen-age terrorist accused of 
11 murders made an oral-confes­
sion . Thursday night to all of 
them—hy gun, knife and club­
bing—his hometown sheriff said, 
and gave as his excuse “I wanted 
to be somebody.”
Sheriff Merle Karnopp of Lin­
coln, Neb., stopped here for the 
night with 19-year-old Charles 
Starkweather who is en route 
back-to Lincoln to face murder 
charges. Karnopp said the cow­
boy-dressed youth was “cool as 
a  cucumber” as he told the sher­
iff of the killings during the ride 
from Douglas, Wyo., where he 
• was captured Wednesday.
Starkweather is charged with 
first-degree murder in Lincoln, 
in the area where 10 of the 11 
persons died.
tions. In addition-to'the .dead, 87 
persons were injured, some crit­
ically.
Thursday . night's - crash fol­
lowed the grim pattern of a  fog- 




• OTTAWA (CP) —  Deputy CCF leader Stanley Knowles 
today accused Prime Minister Diefenbaker of playing a “cat-* 
and-mouse” game with Parliament and the Canadian people 
over the calling of an election. > - ' '
His angry accusation 'catne in the Commons after Mr. 
Diefenbaker again declined to divulge his plans, if any, for dis­
solution of Parliament.
Mr. Diefenbaker retorted-that Mr. Knowles has shown he 
possesses the attribute which he applies to others.
Meanwhile, it was learned of-
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DISTRICT "01 I"  CAMPAIGNJFFECTIVI
Ninety -commuter? ' died vthere 
when another train, plowed. into 
the rear of;a. stationary one.. 
AUTOMATIC WARNING
The 29-year-old safety system 
on the line through Dagenham' 
provided for the sounding of a 
horn in the engineer’s cab and 
the automatic halting of the train 
if a stop signal registered up 
ahead.
The collision occurred when a 
train from Fenchurch Street Sta­
tion, London, bound for Shoe- 
buryness, ran into the rear of a 
train which had left the same sta­
tion for Southend 15 minutes ear­
lier. ,
Both were running late due to 
’he fog, which covered a large 
part of southern England.
Firemen, p o l i c e ,  ambulance 
workers and volunteers worked 
for four hours before they were 
able to free the last of the 
trapped passengers.
SECOND WRECK
GRIMSBY, Eng. (CP) -  Two 
electric trains crashed head-on in 
thick fog this -morning, killing 
one man and injuring seven, near 
this northeast coast town. Men 
from a nearby factory helped ex­
tricate passengers trapped in the 
wreckage.
R EG IO N A L R O U N D U P
employmeht an all-out “Do It 
Now” campaign is being staged’ 
in Kelowna and district. In toe- 
photo above, . the campaign’s
erwise be • an abum et'w ho would oth
jobless, are busy on,construct­
ion work. Home owners are. 








ter Diefenbaker left for Ottawa 
early today after giving Halifax 
businessmen an optimistic pre­
diction on Canada's economic ex­
pansion,
Mr Diefenbaker told the Hal­
ifax Board of Trade Thursday 
night the outlook for Canada's 
expansion is bright and there is
a- new 
people.
Numerous phone calls were 
made to the Dally Courier office 
reporting a fire in Pcnchtand 
last night, Investigation, disclos­
ed, however,' that the Tfautman* 
Garrowny mill (now owned by 
8. M. Simpson Ltd.) waa burn-1 
' ing slabs. Reflection from the 
flames could be seen for several 
miles.
. VERNON HASSLE
VERNON (Starf) — According 
to one source of civic opinion 
motorists would bo mOro com- 
fortablo driving , over rnllrond 
ties than on 29th St. Mayor 
Becker claimed frequent .en­
counters with the pocked sec­
tion of 29th St., from Barnard to 
32nd Ave. The engineer's depart­
ment explained lack of freezing 
weather has 'forestalled possible 
repairs as gravel will not stay 
In the holes unless frozen,
DENIES TEACHERS’ CHARGE *
PENTICTON (CP) -  P. F. 
Eraut, school trustees’ chair- 
i man, District 15, dented Thurs­
day that district teachers have 
been "arbitrarily denied the 
right to negotiate for wage in­
creases ”  Penticton was among 
17 school districts in the prov­
ince allegedly interpreting the 
Public Schools Act in their own 
way, the Teachers Federation 
f said Thursday. .
C A N A D A 'S  HIGH 
.  .  .  A N D  LOW
VICTORIA .......................  49
WHITEHORSE  .......... *16
........... ‘ i "
KAMLOOPS BOARD RAPPED
KAMLOOPS (CP) -1 Opposi 
Won to the “fixed” salary sched­
ule set by the school, board has 
been voiced by the salary com­
mittee of Kamloops District 
Teachers Association. Jim Rals­
ton, chairman of the teachers 
salary committee, claims th<5 
school board denied teachers 
right of collective bargaining.
TO FILM CRIMP} LIFE |
COURTENAY. B.C. (CP) 
Herbert Emerson Wilson, 74, who 
was deported to Conadh after 
serving 12 years of .n life sen­
tence for murder In San Quentin 
prison, Bpys ho is returning to 
the United States to help make 
a film about l>ls life of crimes
hfORRIS PROTESTS
VANCOUVER (CP) -  A prom 
lncnt lawyer and a, group of for­
mer Inmates launched appeals to 
the provincial, government Thurs­
day against plans to move the 
New* Haven Boritnl Institution 
into! Haney Prison. Lawyer T, G. 
Norris, president of B.C, Borstal 
Association, said in a letter to 
Attorney-Genera) Robert Bonner 
the move would mean tho end 
of « system of rehabilitation 
which hap established a success 
record) for the North American 
continent. <
JAIL TO STAY OPEN?
TRAIL (CP) -  Rumors hem 
say the provincial j«U In Net- 
son will - remain open tempor­
arily pending negotiations with 
City of Nelson,-The D. C. Gov­
ernment's decision to postpone 
closing waa revealed by Frank 
Meagher, president of W e s t  
Kootenay Bar Association.
MONTREAL (CI& -  Canadian 
Pacific Railway is to move , into 
highway transport empire ex­
tending from Halifax to Win­
nipeg as a result of a decision 
announced Thursday by the Que­
bec board. - . ,
The railway will buy control of 
Smith Transport Limited, one of 
Canada's largest trucking firms 
with 2,000 vehicles operating on 
routes covering 5,000 miles.
Decision of the transport board 
was delayed to allow testimony 
by representatives of smaller 
independent Q u e b e c  trucking 
fjrms, who feared “ that the cn 
try of tho Canadian Pacific Rail­
way Compnny would create on 
over-powering monopoly to tho 
detriment of existing operators.” 
Its decision to permit the trans 
fer of control of Smith Transport 
to tho CPR was influenced, the 
board said, by a CPR acknow­
ledgement that It would "rec­
ognize the jurisdiction of this 
board Jn relation to the opera­
tions of Smith Transport Lim­
ited in this province.” *
Harry Smith, vice-president of 
Smith transport, said the present 
management will continue to op­
erate the business. ,
unified spirit among the 
“Equality of opportunity 
now is more than a catch-phrase, 
much more than • a theoretical 
ideal and infinitely more than 
just wishful flunking.” ..
; He' predicted toe four ’Atlantic 
provinces will'march ahead with 
the rest.-of Canada,and-after a 
“turndown in the business cycle" 
prospects' for 1958 are “bright 
enlng.” ,  ̂ ’* ,y,,-
Earlier at, S t.: Mary's Univer­
sity where; lie received an honpr- 
ary doctor of laws degree, Mr, 
Diefenbaker - told- students there 
is a greater need for leadership 
in Christianity and the hpmani 
ies.than there is in the scientific 
field. ,
“All the scientific miracles of 
a lifetime can't fulfil the require­
ment of tho world for leadership 
or nullify tho.need for Chris 
tian character,” l e  said. • 
Also receiving ^doctor of laws 
degrees were Rev. W. T, Ross 
Flemlngton; president of - Mount 
A l l i s o n  University, SackviUo, 
N.B., and Harold S, Foley, Van 
couver, industrialist who person 
ally sponsored (the Budapest for­
estry schobl that moved to Brit­
ish Columbia after the Hungarian 
revolution.
Congress Seeks 
To Curb Ike's 
Tariff Powers
WASHINGTON (API—-A power 
ful congressional move shaped dp 
today aimed a t stripping Presi­
dent Eisenhower tof important 
pnrts of his .tariff authority.
This challenge developed in the 
face of the president's urgbn 
pica for added powers to nego­
tiate further tariff cuts under n 
proposed flvc-ycnr extension of 
the United S t a t e s  reciprocal 
trade agreements..program be 
yond next July, L
THESE BOYS HEAR 
HAUNTING MELbDY
LONDON (Reuters) — The 
headline in, a trade journal 
published here today is: “1958 
—year of promise.”
The publication is the fu­
neral Service Journal, official 





O f  PC Youth
OTTAWA (CP)-Some 600‘ del­
egates gather here today for the 
annual meeting of the Young 
Progressive Conservative Associ­
ation of Canada.
The two-day meeting will be 
held* jointly with the Progressive 
Conservative Student Federation 
and both groups will join in for­
mulating resolutions.
Three young Conservatives 
two of them fhemhers of Par­
liament, have indicated they wil', 
be Candidates for the presidency 
of the association, succeeding 
Tom Bell, MP for St. John-Al 
bert, N.B., who has held the of­
fice for the lost two years.
They ore:
Douglas Jung, 33-ycar-old law­
yer and MP -for Vancouver Cen 
tre, first Chincse-Conadian to si; 
in the ComTnons.
.George llogan, 29,* Toronto 
putomobilo dealer, and imme­
diate past president of the On­
tario YPC, who served ns exec­
utive assistant on Prlmo Minis 
ter Dlcfcnbakcr's campaign-train 
last year,
Frank C. McGee, 31-ycar-old 
businessman and MP for York- 
Scnrborough.
Election of officers will be held 
Saturday.. 1
WASHINGTON (AP) — Official 
Washington todays was reported 
studying information that tee So­
viet Union has fired a large mis 
site, possibly for the purpose of 
putting a third and bigger satel­
lite into orbit.
Informants who were willing to 
discuss tee reports of a new 
firing did so with no identifica­
tion as to the nature or sources 
of their information.
They said they did not know 
Whethcf this reported firipg was 
jdmply a long-range test of an 
intercontinental ballistic missile, 
On effort topu t a new' man-made 
(Satellite into flight, an attempt to 
hit tee moon,” or some oher kind 
Of operation.
The whole, m a t t e r  was ob­
viously one for intensive intelli­
gence work with careful checking 
of the skies to determine whether 
anything .new is upvtoefe,'^ ■
'  ■“'—(orts
to fire a huge new space missile 
and some accounts related that 
a long count-down had started.
Officials familiar with these 
initial reports said information 
available now affords good evi­
dence that the firing actually has 
taken place.
Earlier today'there had been a 
little—but not much—talk from 
U.S. officials about tee report of 
launching preliminaries. *
No official would speak for 
publication. Some declined to talk 
about them at all.
Those who did talk spoke in 
guarded terms in answer to ques­
tions. Even unofficial talk marked 
a departure from the- policy of 
strict secrecy which has applied 
to all Soviet missile and satellite 
developments.
’ That switch appeared to indi­
cate one or both of these possi­
bilities:
1. The United States is seeking
to take the edge off-any Soviet 
announcement of a successful 
launching 'of .a  third artificial 
satellite, or /  . .
2. It may be involved in a bit 
of psychological warfare.
facials of tee Senate have been 
instructed to have everything in 
readiness for prorogation today- 
just in case.”
Chief Justice Patrick Kerwln, 
acting for Governor - General 
Massey, is to visit ’ tee Senate 
chamber at 5:45 p.m. today to 
give royal assent to measures 
passed by Parliament. Proroga­
tion ceremonies take place In tee 
Senate.
Prorogation means the end of 
a session, dissolution tee end of 
a Parliament followed by a gen­
eral election.
The quarrel began when Oppo­
sition Leader Pearson asked for 
tee government's plans for the 
remainder of tee Commons ses­
sion. He said today had been set 
by the government as tee dead­
line for conclusion of business 
and it would be a courtesy to 
the Commons to supply tee in­
formation.
Mr. Diefenbaker said he was 
glad to see that Mr. Pearson 
now appreciates tee rights of 
Parliament.
There were angry shouts oi 
“cheap” and “shame”  from the 
aroused Liberals.
The prime ministervsald he had 
just arrived back from Halifax. 
He had had no time to discuss 
the m atter with the cabinet. 
When he had done' thife, he wotfld 
give a “ general- answer.
Mr. Knowles said the matter of 
dissolution is of proper and right- 
fu r concern to all Canadians..In 
view of, this, did • the prime'min- 
isterlplap tq.Ask for early-..dis-
Union
Settle
MONTREAL (CP) -  Negotia­
tors who talked around the clock 
announced with weary jubilation 
Thursday night that they have 
settled a lbbor dispute that 
threatened to erupt into a strike 
of the CBC’s , television produc- 
tlyn employees
JOHN DIEFENBAKER 
. . .  the cat?
ament?—
,Mr. Diefenbaker said this would 
be answered “in due course.
Mr. Knowles then* asked whe­
ther, in view of the prime minis­
ter’s “ many statements” in pub-' 
lie and to the press, this “ cat- 
and-mouse game ■ befits tee office 
of tee .prime m i n i s t e r . *  of 
Canada?” •
There were cheers and ap­
plause from tee opposition mem­
bers. V
Mr. D i'e f e n b  a k e r  sa idhe  
wouldn’t  become, involved in a 
controversy and then added teat 
Mr. Knowles has shown at this 
session that he has the attribute 
which he applies to others. 
ANOTHER SESSION 
Meanwhile, a possibility arose 
that Speaker Roland Michener 
had indicated another session 
will be convened before an elec­
tion is held.
He announced at the start of 
today’s sitting that the Commons 
loudspeaker system would be 
overhauled during “ the recess.'
Recess in this context, is usu 
ally applied to tee period between 
sessions of the same Parliament 
rather than the period between 
Parliaments.,
MINISTER'S FORECAST 
GRAND FALLS, Nfld. 0CP) -  
W. J. Browne, federal minister 
without portfolio, said Thursday 
night the Progressive Conserva­
tive government feels "the time 
is right for another federal elec­
tion.”
Mr, B r o w n e , ,  Conservative 
member of the Commons for St. 
John’s West, said. “an election 
Isn’t far off," and Progressive 
Conservative associations should 
bo formed as soon as possible,
STANLEY KNCWLEES 
•r - . and tho mouse' ’
BULLETINS
, .OTTAWA (CP)—Increases , in 
freight. rates on export-import 
r a t i ' traffic through Canadian 
ports; due to go into effect 
Feb. 15, were suspended today 
by the hoard of transport, com* 
missioned,
OTTAWA (CP) — United 
States authorities conferred 
with Canadian officials today 
on- progress in developing new 
rail and highway facilities con* 
necting; continental U.S. and 
central Alaska. '
American Novel's Ban 
In Canada Stirs Row
MOUNTIES RETAIN BOARD
VANCOUVER (CP) — Tho en­
tire nine^riemb'if directorate of 
tho Vancouver Mduntles baseball 
club ’was. re-elected Thursday 
night without a dissenting vote.
NUCLEAR POWER IN DEFENCE
U.S. Reveals Anti-Missile
WASHINGTON (AP) -  Tho 
United States disclosed today H 
is working on the development of 
nuclear counter ** weapons ' de­
signed to destroy intercontinental 
and other aggressive missiles. .
Tho disclosure came in the 
23rd semi-annual report of the 
Atomic Energy Commission to 
’Congress.
Referring' to Us previously an­
nounced, weapons tests a t Eoi- 
wetok in the Pacific next spring, 
tiio AEC said: • . '
"The forthcoming series will 
a d v a n c e  the development of 






at work on atomic rockets and 
anti-aircraft .shells designed, to 
pulverize airplanes, nnd has, an­
nounced development of atomic 
depth charges to knock out sub­
marines, But this win the first 
official mention of ‘ efforts * tq 
neutralize missiles, including the 
Intercontinental variety, with nu­
clear warheads.
story make it immoral nnd' in 
decent.
Board member W. W. Buch­
anan .noted that “short, crisp 
Anglo-Saxon words” recurred in 
th6 novel.
Professor F. H.' Underhill, cur­
ator of Lnurler House, said the 
novel «hown artistic but not 
moral defects. In passing judg­
ment on contemporary literature 
ho sold one. should consider tew 
modern literary artists arc hot 
exploiting. sox nnd violence to 
produce best sellers but are try-
Britain Will Add 
Peers 
To Parliament
LONDON (APT — Addition ol 
lifetime ’peers, to the House oi 
Lords, including the upper cham­
ber’s first, women members, w'ai 
assured-today. •_ * i*
Without a dissenting vote, th» 
Lords gave third; and final £p< 
provnl Thursday night .to-.the 
government’s bill providing. foi 
creation of lifetime peerages. 
Th6y can also go, to women, pre­
viously barred from the uppci 
house. .1 1 p.
The bljl now goes to ;tho H0uSi 
of Commons, where approval 'll 
assured. Its aim Is to mt\k< , 
membership In tho almost pow er,! 
less upper chamber morq dciffo- 
erotic. :i:
The titles of lifetime peers wu). 
not bo - handed down the Wf j . 
regular peerages.are. Some th- 
bor politicians hod refused to ;bo 
copt titles previously ’ bccotisi 
they opposed the 'principle of jn  
herited nobility. ' ft'
OTTAWA (CP)—It will likely- 
be n month before a tariff " board 
decision on whether to lift a ban 
on entry to Canadn of tho novel 
Peytoh Place will bo known.
Board hearings on teo’ earthy 
first novel by Grace Motnlfous— 
an nttempt to portray customs 
of people in a backwoods New 
England town •— .ended here 
Thursday with n plea for more 
liberal standards ;In judging lit­
erature. .
Ralph D. Swept, representing 
the novel’s publisher, Dell Pub­
lishing Cofnpnny, nnd distributor.|Jng ,t-j say. something-“ about-(he 
Notional News Company-nrgded 
tent literature is not'immoral or 
indecent rncroly .because i t  Is 
concerned with sex. or Challenge? 
public morality,
The publisher and distributor 
arc appealing ' a decision last 
Dec. 6 by tho deputy, revenue 
minister to bon the book’s en­
try under n tariff regulation pro­
hibiting import of ’’treasonable 
or seditious or-Jmmorul or in­
decent' publications,”
R, W. McKImm1 pf tho justice 
department, who represented the 
revenue department, said tee ban 
should c o n t i n u e ’ because -the
novel's preoccupation- WUh sex
end the language used to tell the
Electronic Rifle 
Range .Success
condition, -Of nftm in, opr ,d|»y,” 
In reply " to n board member’s 
question," (fc A. - Elliott, formpr 
economics professor at, tho Uni­
versity of Torpnto, said "it would 
be foolish to, pretend the sex in­
cidents in the book (fid not help 
it become n.bcst seller,”  But.'mt 
added, the main reason it <wrf» 
read widely is th a t , tee puthm; 
seems ' to be 8dy|ng n6m4thlng 
sfgnlfldaht" ln> n story 
basic theme of dway.' degciieiv, 
ntjfon and violence, - ■ |.- 
, More than 6.000.000 c<mtos o( 
Peyton-PJlice ujre in  .print4n the 
United, States;' The novel 'Also 






• CAMP BORDEN, Ont. <CPf|* 
Art. electronic, -rlflo1 range,' firs 
major c h a n g e  In < panadlai 
marksmanship Iraln lngslnce ,th< 
Bocr WaV, wps demonstrated to 
day to Canada’s lnfgijtty teal 
mont commanders, ' >. ■]*
> Three. more - of the -fdur-phwi 
rahges, designed to produce u i 
finished rifleman from a  raw jfe 
emit In 80 hours—half to one 
third the time now rcqulred-Htr< 
scheduled to be hiiitt by June l. h 
Calgary, .Petawawa, Ont., nt>( 
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Information O n Its Business■ -x  - , . I v . 4 I ■ • • ' * .
Should Be Available To Public
'  \  from time lo time during the past few 
years these columns have noted an incrcas- 
;! ing tendency for public bodies such as muni- 
cipal councils to do important phases of their 
, business in camera and to keep it from the 
i public. We .have argued that the public is 
' entitled to be kept informed about its own 
'  business. ; '
Two recent occurrences have prompted 
us to return to this theme. A fpw months ago, 
the council of the city of London, Ontario, 
received from a committee an important re- 
. port of wide public interest. The council re- 
’ fused to release it to the newspapers, buried 
it in its files, and so withheld from the London 
ratepayers important information on its own 
> business. There was a considerable storm, 
v naturally, and one manrentered the mayoralty 
X race against the incumbent mayor, the new- 
r comer’s sole plank being withholding of the' 
■* report from the public. He was elected by a 
large majority and a few weeks ago, on as- 
" suming'office and over the protests of the 
aldermen who had been on the council‘last 
year, he released the report. The public in 
ritthis. instance had the opportunity and quickly 
a ̂ cized it to indicate its opinion of the action 
£ o f last year’s council.
I* Recently in Calgary a basically similar
* situation has arisen but is not as yet clarified, 
f  In this case the technical planning board of 
|  the city, a creature of the city council, has 
1 seen fit to hold ‘‘closed meetings” thus with- 
j{ holding from the public information as to its
* activities. The Calgary Herald- commented 
!  upon this action as follows:
I '  “Under the City Act, apparently, the 
a technical planning board has the authqrity 
“ to control its meetings as it sees fit. Surely 
J its meibbcrs will have the good sense to
* respect the council’s wishes and'aslt the press
t to return. 1 .
J “Public business conducted behind clos-
* ed doors is no longer public business; There 
1 may be rare cases when a matter is up for 
, discussion and it is in the public interest to
'''su m m it  n a w s e s m s  t b  m z e e e tM e  a  c m u f  m a n ia
K M 6 e  WITH POM& STAMPING OUT A l t ,  A L O N G  *
RfifOWS MS AWit5TlKAUcaUt.tA5f
hold back publicity on the question until 
some later date. At such a time the press 
will generally be willing to co-operate. Such 
cases are rare, particularly when it is ’con­
sidered that the information is then 
in the hands of board members who are just 
as likely to let the information but as are 
reporters. About the only .people ̂ it  can 
* really be kept from are members of the pub­
lic who rely on the press for reports on public 
business. If any city transactions are conduct­
ed in committee-roOm secrecy then it can 
only'be a matter of time , until something 
about which the public should know wil 
be withheld until too late for tjie public 
interest to be served.
“The fact that some decisions of the 
board might be announced to the public be* 
fore they are officially announced to parties 
concerned seems, as Aid. Don McIntosh 
suggested, inconsequential. The parties con­
cerned will see it in the press too; if they are 
very interested they would likely be able to 
leant of a decision immediately one had been 
made from a member of the commission and 
the official notification from the City Clerk 
woulld make little difference. 1
“There’s a tendency on the part of the 
public officials to start acting as, though the 
business they were doing was private busi­
ness. When this business can be done behind 
closed doors there’s a great danger that it 
can become private business. There is ex­
tremely little public business that cannot be 
done in the open from the outset, and most 
certainly >t must be made public before, it is 
finally agreed.
“It is completely essential to the proper 
conduct of the city’s business that the public 
should1 be kept informed, or at least.given 
the opportunity to become informed. The 
way the public gets the information is through 
the press reports, and it is the public’s right 
to be kept posted in this manner.
“The aldermep have recognized this and 
. the technical planning board should accept 
council’s recommendation.”
(Tide Is Beginning To Turn?
* A problem that has been causing many
* Canadians considerable concern.for years has - 
t been the steady flow, of other Canadians ta
* reside in the United States. A few weeks ago, 
r Donald Kenshaw, a Toronto publicist, esti-
* mated that Canada's present population of 
; close to 17, millions would have been doubled
by now had it not been the fact that we had 
i lost so many to the United States.
* In the light of this, there should be con­
i' siderable satisfaction gained from a state*
■\ ment by H. W. Thompson, a Canadian imm\*
; gration officer in New York City, that the 
: flow has been cut in .half and he can sCe the 
: time when there is a possibility of it being 
, wiped out altogether. r
In addition to this, according to Mr. 
\  Thompson, our present loss to the United
* States, which is estimated at about 10,000 
] per year, is being offset by about 12 ,000  new 
| settlers from the United States who are being
* attracted to Canada.
; :  And a heartening thing about this , trend
* is that most .of those newcomers are ready
IT --------- - ----- 1---- '--------------- :-------------- :------
The other'day,. I ventured to 
urge that one common language 
be spoken, in Parliament, and 
that it members would not learn 
Engjish they should have a trans-
Personally Speaking
By THE VENERABLE D. S. CATCHPOLE
lation laid on as at the United 
Nations.* The .result ot this ex­
pression of opinion was"a. con­
signment of literature, mostly in 
in French, which, Insofar as 1 
could understand it, was intend­
ed to convey to me that I was 
being meat uncharitable; that 
was not considerate of the rights 
of French Canadians who, as I 
gathered from what was mark 
ed, were .very concerned about 
the rights of all English spcaklm 
Canadians. In fact Liberty on
language they they can under­
stand?
. Why should French be.singled 
qut as THE language tb be add­
ed to that of the vast majority, 
which happens to be EngUth? 
Does the Queen do her Christmas 
broadcast in Swahili simply be­
cause that is the language of 
some of- her people? Dobs she 
refer to her children as •'bairns'* 
for the benefit ot the Scots?
Anyrow, parson or no parson, 
I  am  fed up with this ridiculous 
system we have In Canada be­
cause of the value of those fifty- 
four (is it?) scats in Quebec. I 
have nothing against other ton­
gues. If public utterances are
T H E COLD W A R *R A N G E
i v
By WILLIAM L. RYAN
and able to. invest on the average of about 
$2 0 ,0 0p apiece to set up businesses of their 
own. 1
The reason for the inflow of newcomers 
from the United States seems to lie in the 
apparent desire of these people to get away 
from the pressures and competition of big 
business that have piled up and become a 
common feature qf American living.
These are cheering facts that should put 
us on our best and most friendly behavior 
„For new citizens mean new purchasing power 
lor our economy. Added to the 1(50,000 New 
Canadians who came to this country last 
year from many other parts of the world, 
one has a growing sales potential right here 
at home.
Those who complain that influx of new 
citizens will only take jobs from those al­
ready here are talking nonsense. They should 
recall the days when Canada was an unpion­
eered and undeveloped wilderness. Then the 
going was really tough, because the pioneers 
couldn’t sell anything to a forest of trees—or 
buy from them either.




C on fe rence
|  By JOHN M. HIGHTOWER .
I  WASHINGTON < AP) -  The 
United States faces mounting dif­
ficulties in holding to lts.position 
fiiat a aummlt conference should 
be held only if there is advance 
ijroof that it will bo successful, 
.4 Officials are worried over re­
sorts from Britain and, .Western 
Europe that public japinion in 
creaslngly favors u top-level con- 
ftrcncO with Russian) leaders on 
Soviet terms it it cannot be at- 
ranged on vycstem forms 
I  The U.S. officials report that 
fiiero is so far no basic dlffer- 
hce of view among allied gov- 
nments on their demand for 
reful preparation in advance of 
top-lpvcl session. \
But pu!?Ue ©pinion abrpad; In 
Vo weeks ahead this may make 
difficult for the Allies to main­
tain n solid front on the matter.
Despite denials elsewhere 
any current change of attitude, 
two London newspapers have re­
ported the Big Three already de­
cided to accept Moscow's - bid, 
with a conference to be held in 
Geneva in May or JUne.
The Daily Herald, quoting par­
liamentary sources, Bays ‘ "The 
Americans have agreed to sum­
mit talks with Russia without a 
preliminary conference of foreign 
secretaries, on Which Mr. ({Sec­
retary of State) Dulles had pro-; 
viously insisted.”
The Doily Mail also reports 
agreement on tho plan.
The Russians are expected to 
exploit to the limit the European 
M erest in a , meeting, Premier 
Bulganin’s next letter to Prcsl 
dent Eisenhower ©n East-West 
talks will afford the Russians
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new opportunity to 
view.
Tho state department has. rc-
ofeeived a steady stream of reports 
this week from embassies abroad 
on European press reaction to 
comments made last Sunday by 
James Hagerty, White House 
press secretory, in a television 
interview.
Hagerty sa,ld in substance that 
the only thing necessary wns to 
agree bn an agenda.'He also said, 
hovbcvfcr, that he was merely try­
ing to express what Elsenhower 
had already said In n note to 
Bulganin. And after the broad­
cast ho specifically denied that 
he meant in any way to modify 
tho president's ©toted nmbltlons 
for a meeting. .
Nevertheless, reports to the 
state department snow that his 
original remarks were Interp­
reted as Indicating a mpdlflcn- 
. tlon. and In the Inst three days 
press their me department has been making 
public statements trying to knock 
down this idea.
Associated Press News Analyst
Syria's pursuit of union with 
Egypt promises new turmoil in 
the Middle East, but for the two 
countries it may also be a meas­
ure of mutual self-protection.
The development is puzzling in 
many ways. But there is much 
justification for speculation that 
the extremists of Syria hope and 
intend to rekindle the flames of 
pan-Arab nationalism in Iraq, 
Jordan and Lebanon,
The same consideration could 
be behind the apparent accept­
ance of the idea by Egypt’s Pres­
ident Nasser. But there seems 
to be more to the. picture than 
just that/
In reports from Damascus and 
Cairo sketchy as they have been 
on the' detailed .plans for this 
union to be called the United 
Arab State, there are many over­
tones of worry.
Union of Syria and Egypt, 
apart from its aim of electrifying 
the-Arab nationalises and bring­
ing heavier pressures against 
other Arab governments, also im­
plies a measure of insurance 
both for Egypt and Syria against 
growing Communist influence in 
those areas.
ABOLISH PARTIES 
By joining with Egypt, the Syr­
ian regime indicates that it is 
willing to abolish all its political 
parties and join Cairo in a mono­
lithic "national union” which will 
govern the united countries. This 
would mean that the Communists 
in Syria would have to forgo their 
open political- activity.
The Communists are outlawed 
in both Syria and Egypt, despite 
the involvement o| 'the \Wo Re­
gimes militarily and economic­
ally with the Communist bloc, -In 
Egypt, Nasser has been fairly 
successful in keeping his home 
grown Communists in Jail or un­
derground. In Syria, however the 
Reds have been operating openly 
under the sham of co-qperatlon 
with : a “notional front.” The 
Middle. East Communist leader 
Khaled Bagdash, is a member of 
the Syrian parliament,t and his 
influence has beon g r o w i n g  
though reflected glory from the 
economic - military deals with 
Moscow. .
. Col. Abdpl Hamid Serraj. the 
behind-the-scenes lender / of the 
Syrian regime, Is regarded by 
competent observers as being ns 
nntl-Communist ns he is anti- 
Western and both Serraj and 
Nasser may be deeply worried 
about the extent of rising Com­
munist Influence. „
IT--------
wishes of the majority of their
populations.
From Nasser’s viewpoint, the 
announcement could bring severe 
nationalist pressure against the 
Iraqi and Jordanian regimes and 
even upon the* government of 
Lebanon, uncomfortably strad­
dling. the fence between national­
ist- aspirations and a desire, not 
to be engulfed by the Syrian- 
Egyptian axis.
k ^ s m lt te d  in various tongues 
L w i u ^ l to who understand those
v w  .French Canadians, I something from the nation's capl- 
^ave ^  ow k ’ Jtal, i  |jave t0 sit through half an
aeea* * * I hour or so of speeches which I
I wish I coud speak French. Ini cannot possibly * - understand.
-Paris. I  should probably have Frankly, I wish 1 could, but I 
saved myself a lot of mbney was taught;only the rules of 
last summer. At it was, when French and not how to speak it. 
the pried of a taxi-ride was hurl- So much for you, Monsieur ou 
ed at me at the rate of a million Madame '.'La Ltberto et le Pat 
words a  minute, together with riotel” 
vigorous gestures, Indicating that , •,
I must pay more or else be m Dear Editor,: \
danger.of being stabbed to death, Kelowna Daily Courier.
I dimply held out a handful of I Dear Sir: 
money and let the guy take hist I  understand that you have had 
pick.-Once, when I went up .the I several phonb calls about my 
Eiffel Tower,. I used my know-1 recent column concerning the re­
ledge of French so effectively tirement'of the Pettigrews from 
that my daughter was quite flat- business. Apparently I made a 
tened with amazement. Other mistake in the initials. 
non-French people who wanted I I must therefore offer my apol- 
to go to the top made gestures ogles to Mr, J. D. Pettigrew, 
which were quite un-French, but who, as I  understand, continues 
I came through with "TroisJin business. My article was very 
etage, s’il vous plait” and by kindly meant towards a long es- 
gum, she gave me the right tic- tabllshed firm. What made me 
kets. write this particular column was
I am not against liberty or pat- an announcement that Pettigrew 
riotism; but I don’t  see why the Jewellers were retiring from 
business of Parliament should, be business, 
delayed simply because a bunch Sorry to have made a silly mis- 
o t French-Canadlans either can-[take and to have bqen such a 
not or will not speak English. 11 nuisance but I still .think that 
do not see why the Queen or the column has something!
1 Governor-General should have to I 
say everything and read every­
thing twice, once in English and I 
| once in French. I t is just top
Yours faithfully,
D. S. CATCHPOLE.
BIBLE TH O U G H T
10 YEARS AGO 
January* 1948
stupid for words. If French- Can­
adians want , to talk the French
Pa1?vh T hav? un° objection F  Him we live and move to that than I have to Scotty An-1
A thorough investigation into!Sus expressing himself M s|.D ea th  comes when God ceases 
the entire policing set-up in Ke- native dialect; but I should ob-U0 direct our bodily functions, 
lowna and district will probably I )ect strenuously 'if the speech r.ifg is not in our cells, nor our 
be launched in the near future from, the throne had to be read I blood.1 They are sUnoly used by 
while it is highly probable that in English and then in GaeUc. thelnfinite • 
some action mfay be taken in re-1 simply because a :.number. .-of ——
gard to the present police accom- Scottish people came to Canada a 
modation in the city, ' great many years ago.
* 'The theme;, of my column on
The City of Kelowna’s share this subject was that New Cana-
now.
New and violent crises in Iraa P* the operation of the Okanagan dians were being discriminated 
and' Jordan wdild be no surprise Union Library will be $4,750 dur- against. If the lover of the French
‘ing the coming year, city coun-language felt so strongly that he 
cil was informed. This is an in- could expend postage of the mat- 
crease .of $1,125 over 1947. Cost erial he sent to me, I should 
is based on population figures, think he - would see how badly 
II *a v r i n c  tliese new Canadians are being
“  T . i r r J r  treated. What about the Bun-
January, 1938 garians? What about *the Ger-
Chief objection raised,by R. B. mans? Shouldn’t these people 
Staples, president of Sales Ser-|have the’ proceedings of Parfia- 
vice Ltd., to the* standard con-ment and the voice of their new 
tract as* adopted in principle bylSovereign come to them in a 
the B.C.F.G.A. 49th annual con-: 
vention in Kelowna is centred 
around the penalty clauses. He 
claims that it is merely a matter 
of transferring their money from 
one pocket to another in case of 
infringement on the contract.
30 YEARS AGO 
1 January, 1928
A Westbank Indian was charg-l 
I ed in the Provincial Police Court | 
on Monday with having assault­
ed Another Indian the previous I 
Saturday on the Westbank re­
serve, the information being laid 
by Indian Agent Ball. He was 
found guilty, sentenced to . six’ 
months imprisonment and-taken 
to Oakalla on Tuesday by Sergt.
Burtch of the RCMP.






. PICKUP AND 
DELIVERY
Phone 2123
Credilocs knocking at your door? 
Call N IA G A R A — it’s what we're fori
FINED $6,550
J. Phillip Cahill of Lynbrook, 
N.Y., a real estate broker and a 
lieutenant colonel in the air 
force reserve, leaVfcs Mew York 
traffic ©ourt after being fined 
$8,550 for 131 traffic^tickets he 
had accumulated over a period 
of four y ea rs .' Cahill, New 
York’s all-time champion scoff- 
law, was fined $50—the maxi­
mum for each of his offenses 
which even included! parking on 
a sidewalk. Chief Magistrate 
Murtagh gave Cahill until next 
Tuesday to pay u p 'o r  go to 
jail three days for, each ticket 
—a total of ?93 days. That’s a 
year and 28 days.
40 YEARS AGO 
January, 1918
The Kelowna Board of Trade 
I is sending a resolution to the 
Postmaster General, to Mr. F. 
W. Peters, and to several others
> L O A N S
iarfiil All-Canadian loan Campany
101 RADIO BUILDING 
KELOWNA, B.C.
Branches throahgout British Colombia
ChllUwaek:
Boyd Building, 3 Gore Avis., Chilliwack, B.C. Phones M631 
Nanaimo:
complaining ns to the present Windsor Building, 77 Victoria Crescent, Nanaimo, BX. Phone 197$
A huma/t being, i$ a i chap 
who’fl, split his sides over th« 
family album and then look in 
(he mirror without, cracking a 
smile. *"
• ‘US'-
Home.' sweet lipmc,> Js the 
jplace where dad intermittently 
hangs his hat—and the young 
Stem knock it off the hook 
whihr. tossing their own things 
on tables apd chairs. -
• i * • , e 1 'ei ft# , «■ „ ■
Now is in good -a time as 
any to check' on just how your 
New, Year resolutions are hold 
ing up. •
A resident of Scdgefield, in 
English Durham, swallowed no 
less than 424 coins! Doubtless 
ho heard a ringing in his ears 
and* decided ho w as-a cash 
register.
' '  # * '#-■
Chinee of drawing ’four of 
a kind and a triplet in Seven* 
Card stud?- It Is one chdnce In 
1,286,300.,
„ A nudiaticamp is to be oper 
ated at Oak Leaf, California,' 
Seems as if “l :ig Leaf* might 
be more appropriate.
p n o-nusstA N
The Syrian government’s ’nol­
le!?':, like those of the Egyptian 
regime In many cjiscs, have been 
pro - Russian (ns distinguished 
from pro-Commuhlst) becauso of 
the successful quests for arms in 
Moscojv, Both Egypt and Syria 
claim to be following n nollcy of 
"positive neutrality,” Both re­
gimes have indicated confidence 
that they cah deni with tho Rus­
sians without Inviting Communist 
domination.'
, With the Baghdad Pact meet­
ing in progress, an announce­
ment of real unity might be cal­
culated to rekindle. nationalist 
liatreds for the regimes ruling 
states like Jordan and Iraq, 
aligned with the Vest against the
boat and mall service. The reso­
lution is partly in support of n 
resolution being sent from Vcr- 
| non.,
50 YEAR? AGO 
: Ji^uary, 1908
As will 'b e  seen by the bills I 
FLIGHT FOR LIFE Put up nround towft, the farmers!
VANCOUVER' (CP) — A dav- °* the valley have been invited 
old baby with RH blood factor, by Mr. T, G. Sppeer to attend 
flown h e r  ,e Wednesday from “ IT1lec.tin® bo held In Raymcr s 
Prince George,'is In,satisfactory Hall, to1 discuss regulationlof the 
condition in hospital today after wages paid to Asiatic
complete blood transfusion. *mpr®vement of,
M„  Mission Cr^ek. As both subjjccts 
nKni,fIri-nlnro ot ialerest and Importance to
'^H th0fnfHiPrinVAn^)Jnrcfi.0 tho fnrmln8 community, there miles _ south of Prince Gcorgc.L^Qyjj a good attendance.
was 17-hours-old when she wns I —      ZJ*-----
taken aboard the Canadian ,Pa 
clflc Airlines mercy flight at fl 
p.m,
Nelson: \
580 Baker St., P.O. Box 400, Nelson, B.C. Phono 1838 
New Westminster:
513 Columbia St., New Westminster,'B.C. Phono L A /1-1885 
- Prince George:
( 144 George St., Prinee George, B.C. Phono 510 
South Burnaby: ■ i •
3653 Kingaway. Phone DE. 0550 
, Vancouver:
. 146 East Broadway, Vanconver, B.C. Phone DI. 0295
Vancouver:
Rm. 200,, 455 Granville St„ Vancouver, B.C. Phono TA. • 1257
Victoria: f '
680 Fort St., Victoria.' B.C. Phono 4-9365
l e t t e r ' t o  t h e  Ed i t o r
a p p r e c ia t e  a ssist a n c e
Editor
Pally Courier , 
pear i Sira;
' On bchalf of the Junior Hospital 
Auxiliary* I  Would like to express 
our sincere appreciation for the 
w ry  excellent publicity given 
o\n organUatlon and our various 
projects-during lit© year 1957.
’ ' Yours sincerely,
MRS. K. C. GREER 
• Sccrttary
JUDGMENT RESERVED 
yiCTORIA (CP) — Judgment 
lias been reserved in an appeal 
>y the city of Prince George nnd 
the Prince George Gas Compnny 
against a- ruling by the Publlp 
Utilities Commission.
The case went lnt© the third 
week before- the B.C. Appeal 
Court here. Three judges nnd six 
lawyers word'involved.
The PUC rilling, handed dowp 
Aug, 10, 1058, sal ' the Prince 
George Gas Company should en­
ter Into an agreement with the 
Inland Natural Gas Company 
Limited for the supply ©f natural 
gas to Prlncfe George.
PEACH CITY HASSLE 
PENTICTON, (CP)—The Pen 
tlcton City Council was accused 
Wednesday night of trying to 
split public opinion, in tho Skaha 
Lake area to force through its 
frontage tag plan for extension 
of domestic wntef mains to tpot 
section of thp ©Ity*
The chkrge-'wns levelled at n 
ratepayers meeting called, to . dis­
cuss council’s proposal.
Amld crles of "give ’em hell,’ 
council was also criticized by 
speakers tor a defeatist attitude
See this new automobile gam©
It’s groat fun nnd tenches 
traffic rules. * .
Lei them leach 
themselves. . .
When It’s wet out—It’s garno 
Ume Inside tor children, This 
and many other games to 
choose from at
LONG
SW R  DjtUGS LTD.
“Where All Kelowna Saves”
( DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
SNOWPLOWING
Privato Driveways will be plowed for a rcagpndblo chargd. 
AH requests must be registered beforehand. Please phone 
pr write; District Superintendent, Department of Highways, 
Kelowna, D.C., for necessary registration or information.
1 ■ t 1 ■),{*. '' ■ * i - ■. !' - -
Of necessity the plowing1 and. sanding of public roads will 
take priority over private plowing, \
Before nnv privato plowing may be done the applicant 
-must obtain forms from the office of the District Super­
intendent, Kelowna, agrecfng’ to • conditions of payment, 
etc. 1 • - ,' 1 , , ''
. * W. M, UNDERWOOD, '
i District Superintendent
Department of Highways, 
Kelowna, B.C. \
LOCAL and DISTRICT
(Courier's Vernoa Bureau) office’* Bohun replied, “Yes, 1
NELSON RUMLEY
V. Delcourt Retires As Malkin's Manager 
And Will Be Succeeded By Nelson Rumley
F .' V. Delcourt, who has been 
With the W. H. Malkin Co. Ltd., 
lor nearly half a century, has 
retired. Manager of the Kelowna 
branch since it was opened in 
Feb. 1948, Mr. Delcourt will be 
succeeded by Nelson Rumley.
A testimonial dinner was given 
Mr. Delcourt last evening by 
George W. Laidler, vice-president 
of the company, and directors J
couver warehouse in Feb. 1911. 
After experience on the city sales 
desk and as a country salesman 
the Fraser Valley, Princein
E. Malkin, K. B. Bernard and J.
T. Elliott. As ia mark of the high 
esteem in which he is held, Mr.
Delcourt was presented with a 
television set on behalf of the Rupert and the Okanagan, he 
Malkin orginazation with whom opened the Kelowna branch in 
he has been associated through- Feb., 1948 and has been manager 
out the years. rover since.
“Del” , as he is familiarly Mr. Delcourt’s successor began 
known to all, started his career his career with Malkins as pro- 
i with Malkins in the firm’s Van-lduce manager in Penticton, after
Million
Assessment Values Show 
And Half Dollar Boost
(Courier’s Vernon Bureau) f Current total 1957 levy 
viTOMnw t> $499,509.18 with 98.67 per cent of 
. VERNON Report ^ m  toe ^  ieVy collected to the amount 
City assessment ^ c P j l^ e n t  of $492,602.49. The percentage of
~ J arrears collected for 1955-56 was 
71.66 per cent, for a total of $10,-
to
assess ent
-shows a million and a half as­
sessment valuation increase for
1958> , 1719.64' collected of the $14,948.12
Valuation for the coming year hevy. Addition of the interest 
was $19,621,390, as compared charges on arrears of $391.25, and 
with $18,028,632 for 1957. Totals ho per cent addition on late pay- 
Included,; - land,» improvement^ments~bn T957" ta*es of $275.39,
Machinery, pole lines, and g a s — ------------------- ----------- --------
lines. Exemptions for the coming 
year totalled $4,163,955, an in*| 
crease of $243,330 over the 1957 
figure.
Value of one mill for school 
purposes in 1958 will be $12,259.28 
which is a $1,027.28 increase Over 
the 1956 figure. For general and 
debt purposes- an increase of 
$695.42 will make the 1958 rate 
$8,619.08.
Calculations, for the mill rate
was brought the, total collection 
$503,988.77. '
Comparative figures show that 
in 1949, 97.16 per cent of the 
levy was collected for $268,975,
previous experience in both the 
wholesale and retail grocery 
field. Mr. Rumley has been 
branch manager of the Penticton 
office since 1955. He has three 
girls, Penny, Marilyn and Bar­
bara and one boy, Richard. Mrs. 
Rumley and children will shortly 
take up residence in Kelowna.
POLES VOTE
WARSAW (Reuters) — P o l e s  
started voting today in the coun­
try’s first local elections in four 
years. More than 187000,000 voters 
will choose - from about 300,000 
candidates — all Communists — 
to fill 205,101 seats on regional, 
county, municipal and village 
councils between today and Sun 
day.
VERNON — Vernoa yacht club 
will submit a brief to the depart­
ment of public works to deter­
mine whether the government 
can be interested in constructing 
a breakwater a t the Landing, as 
has been done at other Okanagan 
points.
Official interest is expected, to 
be stimulated by the obvious 
benefits to the tourist industry. 
In conjunction with such a move, 
the yacht club wfis prepared to 
construct all necessary berths, a 
launching ramp, ana maintain 
the breakwater.
Site of the proposed breakwater 
is immediately adjacent to the 
present yacht club.
Provision of an airport has 
always been considered a vital 
issue, 'and a proposal by Ralph 
Hermanson of Cariboo Air 
Charter has kindled much in­
terest.
In a letter to the city, Herman­
son outlined a possible service 
connecting Penticton, Kelowna 
and Rcvelstokc. While he did not 
mention Vernon, civic officials 
(elt the arrival of the letter 
showed the charter outfit was 
anxious to include Vernon in the 
system.
City and airport committee of­
ficials will communicate with the 
airline, to sec if Vernon can be 
included in the proposed service.
Recent, elections held a t the 
own planning commission meet­
ing, resulted in H. Evans, chair­
man; Frank Telfer, vice-chair- 
mah; Mrs. M. B. Young, secre­
tary.
Special meeting of the com­
mission will be held to discuss 
areas suitable for the construct­
ion of apartment blocks, such as 
the block proposed for the north 
east corner of 37th Ave. and the 
Pleasant Valley Road.
Quebec bold Strike 
Said World's Biggest
QUEBEC (CP)—A gold strike Mr. Sceber said he read all he 
which some say may turn out could find on Beauce gold, first
walked in with a push now and 
then."
Accused was first noticed pick­
ing up a  passenger while parked 
cm the wrong side of the street. 
He was subsequently followed 
down Barnard Ave., where it was 
further revealed ,his erratic 
course led him over the centre 
line several times. Proceeding on. 
the police observed the accused 
failed to yield the right of way 
at 32nd Ave. Minutes later, after 
failing to heed both the siren and 
red light on the police vehicle, 
accused finally stopped. He ex­
plained his erratic driving was 
due to the fact that he was try­
ing to ascertain if the car follow­
ing him was the police by look­
ing in the rear view mirror.
Magistrate Smith s t a t e d ,  
“drinking and driving is some­
thing you do at your own peril 
. .  I find you guilty as charged.” 
Bohun was fined $200, and was 
prohibited from driving for one 
month.
Arena rental costs arc at pre­
sent a major stumbling block in 
bringing the Sportsman’s Show to 
Vernon
Whether KBD enterprises who 
sponsor the show will balk at the 
$1050 rental is not known. How 
ever, efforts are being made to 
brilig the show under the aus 
pices of the centennial commit­
tee, which could bring a slight 
reduction in price. Currently, the
to be “the biggest placer gold 
find In the world,” and on which 
others are maintaining a “wait- 
and-see" attitude, has been made 
in Quebec's Beauce County.
M. J . Boylen. Toronto mining 
mah, has staked 75,000 acres in 
the area—located 50 miles south 
of Quebec City—and says tests 
show "important possibilities.” 
Kosti N. Nordlund of New 
Westminster; B.C., a 61-year-old 
engineer with 30 years exper­
ience id placer mining who has 
>d the Boylen exploration
cost of rental of the arena is $500 
and $550 for the removal of the 
cc and installation of the wooden 
floor;
Okanagan Valley Municipal As­
sociation will meet in Lumby, 
their newest member, on Thurs­
day, Feb. 13. The meeting will 
begin with refreshments being 
served at poon at the Legion hall
Vernon’s building; inspector will 
journey to Vancouver to attenc, 
a gathering of the Electrical In­
spectors Association of B.C. at 
the Astor Hotel.
Highlight of the meeting will 
be the study of a multitude of 
electrical, installations currently 
coming into use.
which is almost half of the 1957 
total. Also in 1949, 69.39 of the 
arrears levy was collected for a 
total of $5,292. Which is less that 




i.,, VERNON—City council’s latest 
were the same as in 1957: for bid for the old post office build- 
general and debt purposes, 100 ing has. been turned down by the 
per cent of taxable land value, I crown assets disposal corpora- 
and 50 per cent of taxable im- tion of the government, 
provqment value. For school pur- . After further evaluation of the 
poses, 100 per cent of taxable structure, which council recently 
land value, and 75 per cent of decided was not suitable for a 
taxable improvement machinery, city hall, a second bid of $10,000 
pole lines, and gas line, values, was submitted. The original bid 
Tax collection report for 1957 turned down* by the government 
shows that only, one eligible was also for $10,000. 
home owner did not apply for Correspondence from govern- 
his home-owner grant. ment officials indicated that they
Grants issued totalled 1658 for received a competitive offer to 
the sum of $46,414,37, and calcu- that of the city’s however, the 
lations of the grants at city hall, amount of this offer, which was 
increased counter work by 50 per not disclosed, was also deemed 
cent. Numerous phone calls were not- acceptable, 
made and letters were mailed to I PROPERTY VALUE 
remind tarty  applicants of the| Govcrnment rcjccUon still rldcs
would reconsider and enter high­
er bid
CONDEMN EX-OFFICIAL
PARIS (Reuters) — The high 
court Thursday condemned Jac­
ques Guerard, secretary -general 
o f; the wartime Vichy govern- 
m ent,; to. fivp_year? national in 
cbtiSboratibn w&ti the 
Germans--Hie court lifted the 
sentence immediately. thus turn­
ing it into a mofral condemnation 
only. The m a , n  ac^usatiun 
against Guerard was that he was 
associated with the pro-German 
policy of Vichy, premier Pierre 
Laval.
TRAPPED IN ARCTIC
TOKYO (AP) — Japan’s Ant­
arctic expedition headquarters
Many proposals were brought 
forward at the latest meeting of 
the fish and game association. 
One was to stage a dog show, all 
funds collected to be slated to­
wards outfitting the search and 
rescue group.
The association will continue to 
sponsor the bird house competi­
tion and their outdoor safety talk, 
two sessions of their famous fish 
derby at Poison Park are plan­
ned, one for local children, and 
the other for children from other 
communities. In regard to the 
fish pond, the water supply will 
be increased if a proposed flume 
can be found.
In addition to checking the 
Becker Lake directional sign, a 
plan is afoot to have' more access 
roads to Kalamalka Lake opened 
up. At present there is only one 
road to the lake
directe
crew, said:
It would not be exaggerating 
to say this could be the greatest 
placer gold find in the world."'
He added that no conclusion 
has yet been reached "but on the 
basis of my experience it could 
be a very big find."
TO TBY DREDGING
Mr. Boylen said If tests under 
way since last summer continue 
to show sufficient values he plans 
to recover the gold by dredging- 
an operation never tried in Que­
bec.
The Quebec mines department, 
handling n u m e r o u s  inquiries 
about tiie area recently, says it 
does not know yet how important 
the find may be.'
Mr. Boylen said his organiza­
tion would likely spend about 
$2,000,000 and production could 
possibly start by summer. Test­
ing with churn drills now is going 
on 24 hours a day and when frost 
has left the ground seismic tests 
are to be run,
Mr. Boylen said he has plans 
for formation of ft holding com­
pany and for offering shares to 
the public.
The Chaudiere River is the 
main watercourse in the Beauce 
area. Other streams join it on its 
way 90 miles from the Quebec- 
Maine border northward to the 
St. Lawrence River near Quebec 
City. The Boylen organization 
staked claims along the Chau­
diere and many of its 'tributaries.'
Mr. Boylen said if the area 
pays pff, much credit for “re­
discovery" of Beauce gold should 
to to his geologist, O. A. Seeber.
discovered in the 1820s, inter* 
ested Mr. Boylen in the area and 
exploration was begun.
Mr. Sceber said ' geological as 
well as economic factors account 
tor what gold there is in Beauce 
lying untouched so long.
He said before .tho ice age, 
rivers in the area* w ert larger 
and they cut deep valleys wash­
ing down material containing 
minerals and piling it oh valley 
floors.
Later, he said, glaciers piled 
on masses of soil and gravel and 
when they melted filled the) old 
valleys with water. Tho, Bcaucs 
valleys were gentle and currenti 
were not swift enough to carry 
away heavy material such ai 
gold which settled at the bottom 
to be covered with silt and 
gravel.
Mr. Seeber said present riven 
in the area flow above this oven
burden, though seldom following 
the courses of pro • glacial' 
streams which might hold rick 
deposits.
BIG NUGGET FOUND 
Mr. Seeber thought the gold oi 
the 1820s may have been found 
in places where modern riven 
cut thrbugh older beds. Ho said 
later panning followed a little 
girl’s discovery, of a nugget th< 
size of a pigeon’s egg in the arcs 
in 1834.
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ProposaLwas passed at the last 
meeting of the association, to dis- 
Driving without due care and. pense with the “antlerless sea-
Feelings of the council on t he  U ^ t h e  tranbed° exneditimf^c!^ matter were similar to Aid. H a n k ^ P P ef_t5 xPedition ice-
Murray’s remark. “If it is such , ■ I2to °Pen water,
a good building, why doesn’t the 7J* J ’w ^ K S o y a  has b e e n  
government use it for its own Poc^e(* *or- nearly four weeks in 
purposes?" , an ice mass in Lutzow-Hom Bay,
After further discussion, coun-l0*?. Peninsula ^ some 1,500 
cil decided to approach the gov- ml*es South Pole. A 50-
ernment on the possibility of some f*1811. scientific _ observation team 
government institutions being “  aboard, trying to get to the 
established in the building. Pay* "?P8I,?,se base at- Ongul Island, 
roll and tax benefits were an-|**® miles to the southeast, 
ticipated if the government could
attention and without a licence, 
Wednesday cost Carl Balgzer $75, 
in police court.
Balgzer brought himself to the 
attention of the authorities by 
failing to negotiate a turn and 
running into the side of a parked 
vehicle.. Speaking through an in; 
terpreter, the accused told the 
court he had nothing to say.
' Also appearing on a “due care 
And attention" charge, ’was; War­
ren D. Matin who ran through a 
flashing red tight a t the inter­
section, of 27th St., and 32nd Ave., 
with a collision resulting. '
Prior to the levying of the $50 
fine, and the endorsement of his 
licence, Matin tola the court that 
his windows were all steamed up 
a t the time of the accident,
Two men received $25 fines 
and had their licences endorsed 
for speeding.
Both Jacob Reimer, and Wil­
liam Urquhart were clocked at 
speeds up to 68 mph, when ap­
prehended on the highway.
son;', although not without some 
heated discussion on the matter. 
Also under discussion was a pro­
posal to poison the course fish 
in Kalamalka,. Wood and Duck 
Lakes.
Plans Include approaching Kel­
owna Fish and Game representa­
tives on sharing the cost of such 
a move, and the Subsequent stock­
ing of the three lakes with trout.
With the night tof the fish and 
game banquet rapidly approach­
ing, reports indicate a t least 500 
people will jam the'Legion hall 
to sample the various types of 





Okanagan Investments Limited 
280 Bernard Avenue, 
Kelowna. B.C,
(as at 12 noon E.S.T.) 
Dominion of Canada
’ Bid Asked
5th Victory 'Loan 
3% due 1959 99.60 99.75
6th Victory Loan 
3% duo I960 98.35 98.50
7th Victory Loan 
3ft duo 1962 
8th Victory Loan 
3ft duo 1963 97.00
8th Victory loan 




on the fact that the city assess­
ment, of the property was $19,000 
for the property alone. Tho letter 
also expressed hope that the city
VERNON—Despite his allega­
tions of police roughness, Michael 
Bohun Thursday was found 
guilty of impaired driving.
RCMP testimony stated that 
the accused staggered as he 
walked into the detachment of­
fice. When asked by his counsel 
“did you walk into the police
be interested. )An alternate move of a public 
m eeting,, including, the repre­
sentatives of the board of trade, 
library, museum, health officials, 
and civil defense, was also pro­
posed to pave the way to a pos­
sible referendum to decide 
whether the public would like to 
submit a higher bid, so that the 
building could be obtained to 
house the above organizations.
AT WESTBANK
Concert Will Raise Funds 
For Centennial Project
T O D A Y 'S  STOCK QUOTATIONS
Supplied by




5ft duo 1977 
Ontario Hydro 
5ft, duo 1965 
Ontario Hydro 
3f t  duo 1977 
Ontario. , *
5ft due 1961 
Ontario 
5ft due 1975 
Corporations 
Abttlbl
4 lift due 1966 
B.A, Oil 
5%ft. due 1977 
B.C. Electric 
, ,5%ft duo 107 
Homo Oil 
3ft due 1971 
Woodward's 
, 5ft* duo 197? 
Inland Nt. Gris 
5%ft due 19TT 
Loblaw 
6f t due 1977 
Wcatcoast IV, ”C** 
5H;:. due 1988 
Kelly Douglas 







las at 12 noon)
AVERAGES 
New York (Dow Jones)
97.701 4th Hr. Change
30 Industrials 451.64 +  .59
97% 120 Rails 108.77 — .13
115 Utilities 153.79 — .03
Toronto
20 Industrials 410.40 -f- .
20 Golds 75.82 — ,
10 Bose Metals 148.62 — ,












, , , , ,  I Price* Quoted on •  net basts.












110.00 \ 121.00 
106.00 
109.00 -
102%  m o o  
m %  n o %
101% 103,00
Bull-fighting ha* been a popu 
Inr entertainment In Spain since 


































































A. V. Roo 
Steel of Can.





Cal and Ed ‘ 19%
Cdn Husky l l
Cent Del Rio 6.85
Fort St. John 3.80
Home Oil A 16
















Steep Rock ' 8.80
WESTBANK — A variety con 
cert, sponsored by the centen­
nial committee to raise addition­
al funds for their project, will 
be held here Friday, March 28. 
Anyone who would care to take 
part in the entertainment is asked 
4.251 to contact William MacLhuchlah, 
6% I chairman of the committee, or 
Philip Weddell, who will act as
Mrs. H. W. Maxson and her 
cw daughter returned home 
from Kelowna General Hospital
Mrs, Keith' Runacrcs and
SYLVAN  IA  TV
with
* HALOLIGHT
Gives your eyes a re­
laxing change. Recom­




■ml APPLIANCES LTD. 
441 Bernard ph. 2049
BUILD REACTOR
DERBY, England (Reuters) — 
Rolls Royce announced Thursday 
night that its research team has 
designed and built the first nu­
clear reactor to be put into oper­
ation by a British private com­
pany. A spokesman said the re­
actor has been installed at the 
atomic energy research* establish­
ment at Harwell, and that les 
sons learned in its operation will 
be applied in the building of a 
second reactor to be installed 
ultimately in the British nuclear 
submarine Dreadnought.
DO IT NOW !
• and specify
K ELOW N A U NSANDED PLYW OOD
(WATEBFEOOF-GLUE) "
F IR -S P R U C E -P IN E  
when you  build or remodel
MADE IN KELOWNA
, Available at all Building Supply dealers in tho
Okanagan.
THE KELOWNA SAWMILL CO. LTD.
Wholesale Distributors 
a Kelowna Unsanded Plywoods
Sylvaply Sanded and Specialty Plywood*
rs Your Big Chance to Own a Fabulous
G EN ER A L ELECTRIC
daughter Janet of Williams Lake 
arc visiting at the home of Mr, 
and Mrs. Fred Griffin."
George Pringle Junior-Senior 
High School will present its an­
nual spring concert Friday, 
March 14. Feature of the evening 
will be ’"Pie Barretts,of Wimpolo 
Street,’’ which will be directed 
by Mrs. Gladys Martel. Two 
single-act plays will also be of­
fered, as well as several musical 
selections.
Mrs. William' MncLauchlan re  
turned home Sunday from Kcl-. 





N. ,Ont Gas 
Trans Canada C 













73% 74 Commerce 41% 42
39% 40 t Imperial'-,'.’ -" ; f 43' 43%
27% 27* Montreal 41 41%
7% 71 Nova , Scotia 31
71% 72 Royal 59% 59V,
40% 42 Tdr. Dorn, 38% 39%
< HOW 
COSTLY?
Your household contents add up to more money than you think, 
Furniture, -slvcrwrirc, clothes and electrical appliances, are 
worth big money. Be certain that ypu have enough fire 
insurance, when fire strikes. That might be tomorrow.
SEE
W HILLIS INSURANCEAGENCY
THE DEPARTMENT STORE OF INSURANCE 
PHONE 2217 | 288 BERNARD AVE.
AU TOM ATIC  W ASHER





O N LY  .  .
Model WA852
•  Big 10 pound family'wash 
capacity.
•  2 wash speeds.
•  2  spin Speeds. » • •
Allows you to select the right 
wash and spin speeds for any 
fabric.
SBC IT  T O D A Y  -
M P H  I t







yasbes ‘ipt  
give you v 
fjtaliy clean 
clothes.
r  1 ■ ■ ,v - 1 , - , , ,'V ! ■ ,,
Automatic wash and irihse selector allows you 
to select the correct Water, temperature for 
any fabric* i - /  ■. t "
INSTAL RIGHT  AWAY
. , '  - ■ > , i • ’ • ' 1 1
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Little League To Change
Kids Ball Picture Here
By GEORGE INGUS -
(Confer Sparta Editor)
; Kelowna's baseball-minded youngsters are going to “cot 
high off the liawg” this summer, 
i With » spanking new ball park in the north end of the city, 
the youngsters arc. going to have the regular Little League affiii 
a|ioo, ^»th all that goes with it. 
i There seems to be some doubt in the odd person's miad 
a$ouh&hM does go with it, but anyone with any uncertainties 
would have done well to listen to Les Edwards, Pysticton arena 
manager #nd former pro ball player, talk about it.
' * He was positive in his belief that the - Little League pro­
perly organized and administered, would have the tendency to 
increase interest in baseball by at least 50 per cent.
' : Normally a quiet-spoken, rather diffident type of man,
fairly glowed with enthusiasm when he spoke of the game 
it is his first love. In a quarter of a century baseball had been 
good to him, he said, and he was happy to do something 
m return, for the game.
His reasons for starting Little League in Penticton were 
sllfish, he admitted, since he felt that the kids would come up 
and eventually help the senior ball club, but he made the point 
clear that he felt there was no better way to-train a kid for the 
responsibilities of manhood than through the medium of base­
ball.
; In answer to the oft-*poken suggestion that uniforms and 
gamor turn a kid’s head; the ex-pro ball player was positive. 
“The boy will be 50 per cent more enthusiastic by virtue of pride 
in his uniform.” .
< This opens up a chain of thought
lioT  ALWAYS FOLLY
i This firm statement by Mr. Edwards, that the boys’ pride | 
i£ their uniform increased their interest in the game was a refresh­
ing answer to the common comment by critics, of Little Lea­
gue. He’s an ex-pro. He was also 8 boy. He knows.
1  So do other athletes and ex-athletes know. Alf Quemby, a| 
flllow who has been associated with baseball for 37 years, as 
layer, coach and umpire, said he remembers clearly the fierce 
tide he and his team-mates had in their first uniforms, when 
£ey played in organized ball, the fore-runner of Little League. | 
There was no greater punishment in the books for a kid, 
Nfr. Quemby said, than to have that beloved uniform taken away1 
ffom him as reprisal for wrongdoing. It was incentive, ambi- 
and-example to the boys, keeping them on the straight and 
row with'far greater success than any other method of cor- 
Mion.*
Ask Bob McKidftry,- one of the co-founders of Little Lea-
MIDGETS REALLY ROLLING
Packers are Authors 
Of Their Final Fate
HOCKEY SCORES
By IB B  CANADIAN PRESS
NATIONAL LEAGUE 





Calgary 2 Winnipeg 5
EXHIBITION 
U.$> Nationals 0 
Kitchener OHA Senior 9
* ONTARIO JUNIOR 
Barrie 3 Hamilton 6 .
St. Mikes 7 Peterborough 5
THUNDER BAT JUNIOR 
Port Arthur 0 Fort William 
Canadiena 11
WESTERN LEAGUE 
Edmonton 4  Sask,-St. Paul 2
INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE
Cincinnati 2 Fort Wayne 2
SASKATCHEWAN JUNIOR
Regina 1 Estevan 3 ‘
Prince Albert 4 Flin Flon 6 
EXHIBITION
Boston Bruins 3 Quebec Aces 1
Coach Jack  O'Reilly has gone tough 
about aa far as he can go--tt’i  
up to his Packer* now.
They have eight garnet left to 
play, and are sporting a aiim, 
one-point lead, a  ■ canter margin 
than they have held for most of 
the season, but they are in Jthe 
position to run downhill on a 
splurge that could last right till 
the end of play.
Tonight they play Vernon Can­
adians in their home arena, and 
tomorrow night they host the 
blue-shlrted Canucks. The surg­
ing ex-champs are proving to be 
the toughest competition in the 
league, so these two' games will 
have a Mg bearing on the even­
tual outcome.
DOWNHILL RUN TOUGH 






The Kelowna midgets swam-
Ked Summerland 8*2 last night i a minor league hockey game, 
before a small knot of spect­
ators. Above, Paul Ikenouye, 
fleet Kelowna forward rushes
in on the puck to try a back­
hand at the Summerland net. 
Tonight’s game, an exhibition 
between Kamloops and Kel­
owna, will be the last match 
here for “Minor Hockey Week
in Canada". Game time is 8 
p.m., and a full house would 
be something worth crowing 
about.
•^-Courier staff photo








T F  A Pts
5 *181 102 69 
9 128 141 47 
7 106 142 45
11 120 130 45 
10 133 136 42
6 101 127 40
COAST DIVISION (WHL) ,
Vancouver 27 13 2 148 99 56
New West. 25 20 1 142 141 51
Seattle 21 22 3 145 151 45
Victoria 11 32 1 126 170 23
PRAIRIE DIVISION (WHL)
Winnipeg 27 18 1 155 125 55 
Edmonton 26 17 3 174 135 55
Saskatoon-
St. Paul 19 26 0 133 185 38
Calgary 17 25 3 128 145 37
GLEN COVE. N.Y. (AP)-Roy 
Campanella remained on the crit­
ical list today, his legs still para 
lyzed.
But there waa definite Improve­
ment In the condition of the Los 
Angeles Dodger catcher injured 
in an automobile crash early 
Tuesday.
A hospital bulletin late Thurs 
day said Campanella had re­
gained, some feeling as far down 
as the abdomen, a distinct 1m 
provement. A Dodger official 
also reported that Campy was 
able to move his fingertips 
little. Previously, his sensitivity 
had been limited to the upper 
chest, arms or hands:
one, even U, they do get 
pest the Canucks successfully in 
this home-and-home series, since 
they still have to face the Chiefs 
twice in. Kamloops and once 
here.- ■/' >,
They face Penticton once bare 
and once down there, and have 
one more home game with V<M> 
non on Friday, Feb. 14, Valen­
tine’s Day, and the laat league 
game of the season In Kelowna.
O'Reilly has shuffled his lines 
into what appears to be a better 
combination. He has seen his 
club through .the injuries and 
suspensions of the season which 
have been reasonably heavy this 
year, but the club still aits on 
top of the league, even it their 
legs are dangling uncomfortably 
dose to the Chiefs.
„ The club is in better spirits 
than they have been in bine 
yars of staring down the last 
stretch at the finish-wire, and a re  
certainly in better shape. n 
Tonight's crucial game will 
tell part of the tale of the even­
tual outcome, and tomorrow 
right's 8 o'clock game here will 
tell another chapter.
It’s going to be an exciting 
serial from here on in, and the 
Packers themselves are the 
authors.
I
A D D IT IO N A L
- S P O R T S
On Page 8
r ai m m m m m K K K K K K K m
By MARTY GOODMAN 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
due in Penticton, and juvenilo soccer in Kelowna, a guy with a I'
lpng and illustrious career in sports. When he decided to out- j£?agvj j  ifouredand didn’t  
' the kids in his soccer clubs with strips, he met with opposi- piay Thursday night but the fact 
n, but he went ahead regardless.. that two of them belong to Mont-
The result? Kid, who ta d  been Mce-warm rtbojt Mtend- 
ifcg before couldn t be driven away with sticks once they were league title, 
sued with their uniforms. The Habitants defeated Detroit
. “But kids shouldn’t have to have all those accoutrements Red Wings 7-0 Jand moved 22 
ip order to play a sport,” say the critics. Right! The kid w h o ] ^ ntj t ahead of New . York Rang- 
really loves'a sport, and who possesses sufficient drive to go all uied.
the way without them, will prosper under any circumstances—- Detroit, whose, great star Gor- 
but he’s a member of a minority group. to*® Howe ,was, ^ “re.d ®a,t.urd^
X By and large, kids.have one thing in common—they’re
ybung. 1 New York.
_ __ —̂ ^ Dickie Moore, who switched
THE GAME ENDS ALL TOO SOON • from left to right witag when
I  > , . . . .  . ‘ . . .  . . . .M aurice (Rocket) Richard was
* One of the virtues of being young is the blissful spirit of I injured 2% months ago, starred 
ihake-believe which pervades the mind, in varying degrees, along with linemates Marcel tBo- 
£  , r a ,  . p i r i t r f  m a l^ b e liev , m d , « £ »  . ^ . d r i v e n  out
by the "slings and arrows of outrageous-fortune, but it wells in at for Richard
within the youthful mind from infancy to disillusioned adult- when the Pocket-Rocket was off 
food . w serving a 10-minute misconduct
I This spirit of make-believe is strong within the youngster I lakes ' lead 
Who turns out to play organized ball at some age between 8-10. Moore, the league’s leading 
This spirit will remain with him in part, dying gradually in the scorer, took over the goal-scoring; 
face of increasing reality, all too soon. head with two goals to bring Ms
But when he dons that uniform and takes the Little League | f f i a K a d  thw e K s t s ,  Bonin
a goal aril Marshal a goal anc 
assist.
A second makeshift line.of Jear 
eliveau, Bert Olmstead and 
Floyd Curry didn't-fart) as w®li— 
Shove him out on the sand-lot, with haphazard control and I only Beliveau scored. Curry fillet 
>se restrictions, however, and you will find he will react in to r i R h r . - ^ r . f o r  Bemie 
nd. A sloppy work-shop seldom turns out fine, precision instru* I •Boom ■Boom .Geqffrlon, who.un- 
ents. , '
The next big job is to find the men to do the shaping.
treal 4-2 in their last meeting 
Jan. 26 but were no match for the 
Canadiens Thursday night. Mon­
treal's Jacques Plante handled 28 
shots in recording his eighth shut­
out of the season, high in the 
league. Montreal boomed 36 shots 
at Detroit’s Terry Sawchuk.
The game flared in the third 
period with 19 penalties being 
handed out, 10 to Detroit. ,The 
Wings’ F o r b e s  Kennedy was 
given a game misconduct and 
Montreal’s Richard and Andre 
Pronovost drew 10 - minute mis­
conducts for protesting two-mln- 
ute minors.
Montreal’s Beliveau and De­
troit’s A1 Arbour went off in the 
closing minute of play with min­
ors and five-minute majors for 
fighting.
i
vow, he’s potter’s clay, malleable as putty and ready to be shap 
Given a uniform, a rigid set of rules of conduct, and a shin
hg example set by his coaches and officials, he is an even bet L  «^econa akesmt 
p do his damdest to live up to the ideals set for him. a Floyd urry didn’t !
lourmets Have To Be 
o Buy Game Banquet Ducats
derwent a major operation Tues 
day. Other Montreal scorers were 
Doug Harvey, who also bad three 
assists, and Dollard St. Laurent, 
The Wings had beaten Mon-
NHL PARADE
Br THE CANADIAN PRESS
{The lucky gourmets who 
sample chef Dave MUlns’ gam* 
Its with game a t the 30th An- 
lial Game Banquet this month
.ocal Midgets 
fake Win From
will have to be on their toes to I T . 8«V«* - . .
get a ticket Leader Dickie .Mdore of Mont-
The Rod and Gun Club, «Pon- 
sors of the annual foray into 
•teaming platters of game, are 
planning to put the tickets on 
sale tomorrow, with the first ten I
days of sale being to members I second positions in the toa s r sale Bei  t  e nersn 
only, to order to give them f i r s t l e a d w s - 0* faCC
iFololwlng a first-period lead, 
the Summerland midgets were 
nh match for the Kelowna club, 
suffering on 8-2 defeat on Orc­
hard City ice lost night,
[Sonny Herbst paced the locals 
rath  a  pair, and singletons were 
afated by Russ Evans, Martin 
S haefer, Bob Gruber, Don Cub 
1« f  and Ken Hamanlshl,
Gillnrd and McCutcheon scor- 
t . Uio tone Summerland mark- 
e  s.>- ■ ' •
GtUard opened the scoring at 
0 .49 and Evans evened the score 
a 3:30, but McCutcheon set the 
a uth«ncrs up 3-1 a t 6:18, «nd< 
li g th(r first framo scorlhg.
Kelowna, ran riot to tha second 
a id third frames, hammering to
f« ito' ............... ‘ ‘ ‘






the tying and winning 
1 bsi In the second. \ 
m of rough play and 
made the 
billon for 
key Week to Canada' 
tomorrow night. 
fTonlght’s exhibition match be- 
ti ecn the Kamloops and Kel 
o ma midgets promises to be s 
w itog-ding. since both clubs ore 
ti M  highly this year, and will 
p obably be meeting to play-off 
hpekay later in toe year.. . ■ 
(Tho snatch, scheduled fur 
htoifci.tot ftoisb « 
toekoy, Week loealiy.t e c
»e area of Jtyitish Columbia 
Average annual rainfall of un*
l e r  j? inches.
Jacobs Quits GM's 
Post, Still Coach
LONDON, Ont. (CP) — Indian 
Jack Jacobs has stepped down 
as general manager of the Lon­
don Lords football club, it was 
announced at the senior Ontario 
Rugby Football Union team’s an 
nuai meeting Thursday night. He 
will remain as the team’s head 
coach next season.
Jacobs, former Winnipeg Blue
GEORGE INGLIS — SPORTS EDITOR
FRI., JAN. 31, 1958 THE DAILY COURIER
YA C H T CLUB A N N U A L M EET , 
ELECTIONS HELD TO N IG H T
The Kelowna Yacht Club will hold its annual meeting 
and election of officers in the club house on Water Street^ 
tonight at 8 .
No new business is pending other than election of 
officers, Present commodore is T. C. McLaughlin.
Refreshments and entertainment will follow the con­
duct ot the business meeting.
Bombers quarterback, said he 
felt he would be able to ' give 
better service to football in Lon­
don as a coach only. No succes­
sor as general manager >vas an­
nounced. '•
THURSDAY'S FIGHTS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Revere, Mass, — Chico Vejar, 
159%, S t a m f o r d ,  Conn,, out­
pointed Jackson Brown, 159, Bos­
ton, 10.
Los* Angeles—Cal Brad, 167, 
Los Angeles, stopped Santiago 
Gutierrez, 164%, Juarez, Mexico, 
3.
Scott’s Anti-Gray Hair Tone
Imparts natural lookin& color ano .lustre to.
GRAY 5TREAKED A N H  FADED HAIR
•  For both pen, and women :
•  Creascfess; while-cream;
•  Pure'lanolin  ̂base
•  Conditions the hair ‘
•  Money back guarantee'
THIS IS NOT HINT—WHl NOT WASH OUT




$3 Large Triple Siie__  $6
DYCKS DRUGS
In Kelowna
DIAL 3333 FOIL DELIVERY >
w m i w w w w m m m K K K
to
chance at getting theirs 
The club officials antlci 
that the Montreal
long beforo Feb. 22, the date of I
NHL Stars
Dickie Moore, yrho scored his 
27th and 28th goals ot the Na, 
tional Hockey League season and 
assisted on two other tollies to 
lend Montreal Canadians to n 7-0 
shutout victory over Detroit Red 
Wings, i : '  ■
•UllB WvIWU IfwUi Mf Mlu UUIv 1>R flriftfMnn liJfAntwmnl
the banquet. Supply of tickets IS * ff l2 D’̂ " ! , re81 
has been inadequate to meet the -v
demand for several years now, York
and the Aquatic ball room is the I ^
largest price the club could find |ptosluk, Boston 
to stage tho feed in, so some 
Will have to be disappointed.
PLENTY OF MEAT
Chef Millns, rite of Kelowna’s 
leading caterers, will have over 
430 lbs. of game to work his 
wUes on, and will be turning out 
some, of hla special dishes for 
the occasion, -
Guest speaker of the evening,
Charles %  Nash, director of the 
B.O, Power Commission, \ wiU 
tell the atory of "Fish and 
Power," a , subject of vital in­
terest to these days\of talks oi 
damming toe Fraser River and 
other sources of commercial and 
game fish.
•tom Garnet; of Vancouver and 
Chllko Lake will present his film 
"The Flying Sportsman," as tho 
entertainment highUght of toe 
evening.
An annual event, the game 
banquet has survived toe "Roar­
ing Twenties,’’ toe "Hungry 
Thirties." and la increasing to 
poppUrily out of all proportion 
with too riub’a ability to supply 
banquet n o m  as it enters its 
fourth decade of operation.
Some meets, like venison, arc 
annual favorites, while others 
h a v e . their ups and downs, to 
popularity. Cougar falls into toe 
latWr category, although of late 
years the club can’t  teem tq find 
enough of it for the demand.
G A Pts.
28 35 63
21 38 59 
27 23 50 
ID 28 47 
18 28 46
22 23 45/ 
IT 24 41
Showing thei rhottest form of1 
the current season, the B.A. Oil­
ers dumped the tonasket Tigers, 
senior "A" Washington cagers,
66-34 last night before a small 
crowd to the - Kelowna senior 
high school gymnasium,
The Oilers let Tonasket draw 
first blood when Hawkins scor­
ed _ on a Breakaway, but from 
there on the first half was all to 
Kelowna. Floor - general Pete 
Bulatovitch sparked tho locals 
with his interceptions and play- 
setting, as well os determined 
checking. .
Bob Radies was the big gun In 
the first half, picking up IQ of 
hla 18 points in that 20 minutes.
Kclowha ran' up a 41-11 half­
time lead, and at one time In the 
third qquortcr held a 39-point the U ,S. club freeze tho ball for
The Tigers started tightening' 
their defences in the second half, 
and by toe fourth 'quarter were 
matching the Oilers polnt-for- 
polnt, with the Oilers edging 
them 25-23 to the scoring margin 
for the half.
Radies led the Oilers with 18; 
Bill Martino hit 15; Bill Dean 12; 
Bud Englesby 9; Bruce Butcher 
8; Pete Bulatovitch 4, Ron Young 
whilo he failed to pick up points, 
played the best gome of his sea­
son so far, controlling the back- 
boards and setting up a number 
of fast breaks with accurate 
passing.
Oakes led the Tigers with. 12, 
Hawkins was next best with 10.
In the prelim, Tonaskket's "B" 
squad edged t h e ' Kelowna seh 
lor VC" team in finish that saw
edge over their opponents, the Inst two minutes of play.
NHL Leaders 
Standtarat Montreal won 32, 
out 11, tied 5, points 89.
Points: Moore, Montreal, 63. 
Gaslai Moore, Montreal, 28. 
Assists! H. Richard, Montreal, 
38/ , ..V,-
Shutouts: Plante, Montreal, 8, 




VANCOUVER (CP)-Tho Prov. 
ince soys the Admira Wien foot­
ball club, a Vienna soccer team, 
will tour Qanadk fills summer1 
and will play- nbqut 10 games. •«'
The Austrian teato wiU fly di­
rect to Vancouver and open 1U 
tour against a B.C, all-star team 
at Empire Bladjum July 3, the 
newspaper reports.
It is anticipated that games 
will also be played in Victoria 
Calgary. Regina. Winnipeg, 11am 
llton, Windsor, Toronto *nd Mont­
real. ' * *,» •< > ‘?y * , >
IS
!&■
. . .  and get right over to , .y ■ 
m fILLIS INSURANCE AGENCY 
(or a ' FREE household inventory booklet;
It's the best way to figure out fiow much insuranco you 
need 0n your iurniture, clothes and silvcrwqrc. 
NOW GET!
i. S E E
W HILLIS INSURANCE AGENCY
. T im  feW klU M E N l STORE O F INSURANCE
MIONEJU7fii/l'!’ ■<'. '-a y' ' - •
»ll—Wî llillCl.llWlp
38B BERNARD AVEi
BUY N O W  A N D  SAVE
On The Famous
2 ONLY
AT A SAVING OF
MfiDEL K44G-11
Full-width Frozen Food Cheqt ,afore^ 52 
ibs. The meat jtray holds an additional 
lS lbs. Two . flexible-grid Ice cube trays. 
Twin "Mqlature-Scal" crlspcra. Four door 
shelves , with removable fronts plus Dairy 
Chest for butter and, checso. Adjustable, 
(wo-posltlpn slide-out shelf. 80 cycle or 
Dual Frequency,
Widlh 28%” Depth 301/16" Height 39"
R egular Price $369.00
> ' NOW
$ 289*0°
With Terms lo ^uil Purchaser
BARR
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re-do your home now!
PICK A  PROJECT TO 
BETTER YOUR HOM E
(,
A
.C 1A i I
Check This List For 
Improvements Your Home Needs
★  U P H O L S T E R Y ★  C E M E N T  W O R K
★  A D D I T I O N A L  R O O M S ★  P I C T U R E  W I N D O W S
★  A I R  C O N D I T I O N I N G ★  P L U M B I N G
★ A W N I N G S ★  P O R C H E S
★  H E A T I N G  P L A N T S ★  R E M O D E L I N G
★  I N S U L A T I O N ★  R O O F I N G  *
★  K I T C H E N S
★  P L A S T E R I N G
★  G A R A G E S
★  M I L L W O R K
★  P A I N T I N G  A N D  
D E C O R A T I N G
★  C O M B I N A T I O N  W I N ­
D O W S  A N D  D O O R S
★  S I D I N G  ^  ‘  
★ S T O R M S  -  S C R E E N S
★  R E W I R I N G
★  F L O O R I N G
■ ; f . ■
The National Employment Service Campaign Is
Already dozens of your friends and neighbors have started their , home Improvements • • « 
Hundreds of others have actively formulated their plans and are about to begin • . . As each 
and everyone supports our community and gets behinid the drive to bring greater prosperity and 
•  more balanced economy to our area, through all-seasons employment for construction and other 
trade emplbyees.
. S kille d , semi and unskilled workers who w ill be busy during 
the warm  m onths on large construction projects -  can help you 
now w ith hom e im provem ents.
PCD AID REM ODEL
B y  doing it  now you w ill be assured o f  highest 






D o  I t  Yo u rs e lf 
O r  L e t  the Experts D o  I t
Either way your best choice is
«* *• * c
Treadgold Paint Supply Ltd .
The larieat paint and wallpaper aelecUan ta.Kelawaa 
t i l l  PENDOZI ST. PHONE 1134
H a v e  th a t concreto job done now V  o u r 
modern m ix  laughs a t low tem peratures.
For the first time ever you can now use ready mixed cement 
the whole year round. Have that improvement done now while 
there are men nvAlable.
BENTALLS LTD.
1131 ELLIS ST. PHONE* » U
R E M O D E L I N G  T H I S  Y E A R ?




OFFICE PHONE 4303 SI5 BAY AVE., KELOWNA
BSE. PHONE WINFIELD 2718 R.B. I, WINFIELD
* ...  ...................................... .......... .
D O  I T  N O W  
. D o  it with p o in t
Do it with PITTSBURGH
A sk  for a free copy of the wonder .book "L iv in g  In Colour’*
and "H0WT0 Do It" with Pittsburgh PainU
INTERIOR BUILDERS MARKET LTD.
VEKNON ROAD . PHONE 3238
A  Com plete Floor and 
Roofing Service
L IN O L E U M  , , . T IL E  . . . C A R P E T S  
R U G S  ’. . . R U G  C L E A N E R  R E N T A L  
P L A S T IC  W A L L  T IL E S  F O R  B A T H R O O M  
S A N D IN G  —  F IN IS H IN G
Free Estimates Gladly Given
FLO R -LA Y  SERVICES LT D .
524 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 3358
W e  specialize in 
Upholstering and Repair
of
Livin g ro o m  Furniture
Custom • Period and Standard
KELOWNA UPHOLSTERING & SUPPLY
1423A ELLIS ST. PHONE 2818 - 780
LUMBER See us first for
INSULATION Advice . .  • Literature . • . Low Price* 
SHINGLES
PAINT AH part of our plan to assist you in
DOORS , 'your problems. Also . .  .
WINDOWS J êw Credit Terms
PLYWOOD. , To 8ult Your1 Needs1 • 1 '
VALLEY BUILDING MATERIALS LTD.
1095 ELLIS ST. PHONE 2428
W h a te v e r th e  task to  be done h a ve  a
qualified union tradesm an da the lob.
For satisfaction and economy call the union man 
every time.
The Carpenters Union (Local 1376)
hiartily supports this campaign.
IT S POSSIBLE
TO MAKE THE CHANGE FROM YOUR PRESENT 
HEATING TO GAS' '
IN 24 HOURS
Do it now with the experts. , *
■ • I ' ' . . t , '  , I :
Wightman Plumbing &  Heading
891 IAWRBNCE AVE. ' • .
;■ . ..... 1...... .... ....... .........■■.............. . ■lr p,<..■■■■■■"wejk" '1' «>■■■»«■> ■»»!■>■ mm:
G iv e  yo u r R u g s , Carpets 
and U pholstery a
\  ' -/W '
" N . w  to o k '*
t ? '
R l / C
'LU i I't. r 1̂
'O p r l l r  cleaned ; .  * Wj
, •. ;‘; v r y -
the mini tow#''
.............
'V : ’ : 'I
, ^  i ’ U . , ’ . 1 : ii
lj\i * iv t H ’ ‘ U >
« ,  I 1st CAWUTON
of fdsa- ini,
CITY
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Contact An y 6 f The Companies Listed On This Rage O r The National
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B O X Y  A N D  B EAU TIFU L
By ALICE ALDEN 
The bulky sweater, popu­
larized by the leading man of 
a  Broadway show, still looms 
large—and not only for the 
male contingent. The girls have 
appropriated it enthusiastically 
arid for them Rosanna has done
it in Shetland wool knited up 
into a turtle-neck pullover. 
Big and boxy, it is detailed with 
twin rows of cable stitching, 
the shoulders hand-fashioned 
and hand-sewn. A delight for 
the college girl, it is also hap­
pily a t home in suburbia. *
The chapel of Vernon United 
Church was decorated in the 
Christmas theme for the evening1 
wedding qp. December 21, of 
Donna Mae. daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. C. 0 . Goldsmith of 
Vernon and formerly of Kel­
owna. to William Arthur Holmes 
of Vernon.
Vases of white chrysanthe­
mums and poinsettias, with a 
lighted tree, adorned the chapel 
for the double-ring rites per­
formed by ■ Rev. W. B. Ros- 
borough.
Given In marriage by her 
father, the bride chose an after­
noon dress of beige lace, with 
slim front and bustle back. Her 
beige veil was secured by a 
Juliet cap of pearls and sequins, 
complimented by a pearl neck­
lace and earrings, a gift of the 
groom. The bridal bouquet was 
composed of garnet red roses.
Bridal attendant Penny Pld- 
docke, a cousin of the bride; 
wore an afternoon dress of aut­
umn colors with a gold colored 
head band, and carried a nose­
gay of bfonze ’mums.
Christmas music on organ and 
carillon was played by Ella 
Gaunt Stevenson during the sign­
ing of the register.
Mrs. Goldsmith chose for her 
daughter’s wedding, a gown of 
royal blue brocade with pink ac 
cessories, and wore a corsage of 
pink carnations.
The reception for 30 friends 
and relatives was held at the 
home of the bride's parents,




Federation of the Rutland United 
Church held their monthly meet­
ing on Wednesday afternoon 
with the new president, Mrs. S. 
Beardmore in the chair. After the 
devotional period, led by the 
president, reports were received 
from the various circles of the 
W F*
Mrs. C. Goodrich’led the‘study 
period on- Japan, dealing par­
ticularly with their educational 
system. Mrs. E. Mugford was 
again chosen to represent the 
W.F. on the local committee in 
charge of arrangements for the 
World Day of Prayer, being hdd
‘  lOKFeb. 21. Plans were made to hold 
a  “Friendship tea,”  on the eve­
ning of Feb. 21, to which all the 
lad ies of the congregation will be 
invited.
A home cooking sale for March 
29 was tentatively arranged for, 
and plans for catering to the an­
nual congregational supper were 
discussed, to be held near the
middle of March.
White Cane Club
Mrs. E. Anderson, convenor of 
the Christian stewardship com­
mittee, read a letter from the 
federation’s prayer partner, Miss 
Leota B. Werner, in Trinidad 
British West Indies, telling of 
the Christmas festivities in the 
Mission School on the island. Re­
freshments were served at the 
close of the meeting by Mrs. R 
Lentz and Mrs. T. Valdez.
Dr. apd Mrs. J . Hi N. Pozer 
motored to Vancouver this week, 
and were accompanied by Mrs 
Sang Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Gray, and 
son Jim , returned on Monday 
from a trip to  Vancouver, where 
they visited a t the home of their 
son-in-law and daughter Mr. and 
Mrs. R. P . Dohan, North Van­
couver. While in Vancouver Mr. 
Gray attended the B.C. Liberal 
Convention on the Saturday.
Mrs. F . L. Fitzpatrick ieft for 
the coast on Wednesday to attend 
the capping ceremonies at the 
Royal Columbian Hospital, where 
her daughter Kay is a student 
nufse.
where the decorations repeated 
the Christmas theme. The bride’s 
cake, banked in white tulle, with 
miniature poinsettias, was placed 
on a lace runner which has been 
in family weddings for three gen­
erations.
Master - of - ceremonies. Mr. 
Frank Baldock, proposed the 
bridal toast, and also read tele­
grams from Vancouver. Ottawa, 
and Montreal. Mr. W. A. Porter 
toasted absent friends, especially 
the bride’s > paternal grand­
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. B. 
Goldsmith of Yellow Point, V.I., 
and formerly of Kelowna. The 
groom honored the bride’s grand­
mother, Mrs. J. B. Fisher of 
Benvoulin, who asked grace at 
the wedding supper.
Servlteurs were the bride’s 
sister. Miss Elizabeth Goldsmith 
Miss Joan Piddocke, the bride’s 
cousin and the Misses Helen 
Leonard and Gwen Holmes.
The bride's going away costume 
for the Victoria honeymoon, was 
a cherry red suit and light top­
coat, with hat en tqnc. She wore 
a corsage of bronze mums. The 
bride’s grandmother who is over 
80 and who has been a resident 
of the Kelowna district for over 
50 years, was presented with the 
bridal bouquet.
Out- of town guests included 
Mrs. J . B. Fisher, Mr. and Mrs. 
L. Piddocke with daughters Joan 
and Penny, Mr. J. Leonard -and 
daughter Helen, all of Kelowna 
and district, and Miss Gwen 
Holmes of Victoria.
Fine Bone
Canadian women are becoming 
Increasingly interested in fine 
bone china for their homes. How­
ever few housewives know the 
difference between china and 
earthenware and the reasons for 
buying a  particular type.
China, as its name implies, was 
an invention of the Chinese, al­
though they called 'this material 
porcelain. ,
For centuries after they first 
produced porcelain in the 6th- 
century A.D., "the Chinese held 
onto the secret of its composi­
tion.
According to C. F. W. Cooper, 
noted authority on chinaware, 
the Chinese developed a  lucra­
tive trade, through the Portu­
guese, Dutch and .English East 
India Companies, with Europe 
and America.
The import of- Chinese porce­
lain spurred attempts to imitate 
by the Europeans, and the 
earliest authentic . examples of 
such imitations were produced 
Florence under the patronage 
the powerful Medici family 
about 1575.
This, however, said Mr. Cooper, 
was not the true porcelain of the 
Chinese; it consisted of impure 
China clay, white and glass, and 
was known as a soft-paste porce­
lain.
Mr. Cooper said it was the 
French potters to whom the cred­
it must be given for the artistic 
development of soft paste, which 
was comparable with the Chinese 
appearanpe, but totally dif­
ferent in composition.
From the manufacturing point 
of view, the chief drawback to 
the soft paste was its propensity 
melt in the oven, so that elab-
Is Better Re-Union Planned 
For Ex-Wrens
A, re-union of all ex-WRCNS, 
WRNS and RCN(S) wrens 
will be held in Vancouver, Aug­
ust 22 to 24, this year.
There will be a good opportun­
ity to meet all your naval friends 
am i‘renew old friendships. Your 
husband and children are also 
invited to take part in the cele­
brations. Plans have'been made 
for a banquet, cruise, dinner and 
tea party. ,
Further information with re­
gard to accommodation, trans­
portation, etc., may be obtained 
by writing to WRCNS Re­
union 1958, P.O. Box 637. Station 
“A.’’ Vancouver, B.C.
ALICE WINSBY —  WOMEN’S EDITOR
F R I., JA N . 31, 1958 THE DAILY COURIER g
Silhouette, Neckline, Fabric 
Important to  Mother-To-Be
Sympathy of residents is ex­
tended to the family Of the late 
John Jankaluk senior in their 
bereavement.
Members of the White Cane 
Cliib from Penticton, Vernon and 
Kelowna held their regular 
monthly meeting a t the Women's 
Institute Hall on Jan. 28. Over 
60 members, including guides 
were present.. . ,
Mrs. R. W. Hohnes-Smith of 
Lumby was chairman of the 
meeting, for ’which the Lions 
Club provided transportation, and 
the Mary Ellen Boyce Chapter, 
10DE supplied refreshments.
, Edythe Walker, accompanied 
by  Mrs. W. F . Anderson sang a 
number ,of delightful solos, then 
lad an old fashioned sing-son, 
i n ' which. everyone Joined wltl 
great .enthusiasm. The audience 
was charmed when for the first 
time one of their own members, 
Miss Beulah £astte, rendered an 
appealing solo
H ITH ER  A N D  Y O N
MEXICAN HOLIDAY . . . Mrs. 
T. C. McLaughlin who leaves to­
day for Acapulco, Mexico, wifi 
join Mr. McLaughlin’s mother, 
Mrs. H. D. McLaughlin there. 
Planning to be away for- about 
three weeks, Mrs. McLaughlin 
will ispend a few days in Mexico 
city visiting friends.
MRS. GEORGE CRAIG . . 
of Okanagan Mission ^  visiting 
her sister in Vernon.
MR. ALISTAIR GALBRAITH 
. . who has been residing in 
Toronto, spent a few days with 
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J* Gal­
braith, Lakeshore Rd„ this week, 
before travelling 'to Vancouver, 
where he will live in future.
By MARY FRAN BURKE 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
TORONTO (CP) — Mothers-to- 
be today can have a  choice 
among youthful and flattering 
clothes for themselves while they I 
shop for nursery furnishings.
So says baby counsellor Ruth 
Parsons of Toronto, who has rec­
ommendations not only on choice 
of becoming styles, but on health 
diets to preserve glowing looks.
Pick out the right neckline 
and shoulder detail, the right 
fabric and above all the right sil­
houette in choosing your ward­
robe” -she said.
Maternity fashions howi come 
in bright, sunny colors as well as 
in basic tones. Make sure the 
jacket fabric is non-clinging and 
that the skirt has a slim stem­
like look.
BALANCED DIET
A well-balanced, diet is essen­
tial,” she warns. It should con-j 
taih the proper ration of protein, 
fat and carbohydrate besides 
adequate vitamins and minerals 
If special adjustment is needed 
in diet, the doctor will- advise. 
Selection should come from 
wide range of foods such as all 
the f r u i t  s, vegetables, meat 
milk, butter, chees j and eggs.'As 
calcium and . pbesiherous are 
minerals whiclr are important in 
child’s development the best 
sources are f o u n d  in milk, 
cheese, eggs anil in smaller 
amounts of green vegetables, 
The fluid part of the diet is im­
portant, and you should drink 
plenty of water, ‘ .
A before-baby-comes holiday is 
. wonderful pick-up for an 
pectant mother. However,
tical here. Use a plastic bathtub 
on the table.
Cribs, play - pens, and high- 
chairs are also a necessary part 
of a baby’s furnishings. They 
should be painted with non-pois 
onous paint, because often dur­
ing a child’s teething stage he 
will chew on a crib bars or the 





Steinway concert combinations, 
Stecher and Horowitz will be 
heard Wednesday, Feb. 5, in the 
high school auditorium at West 
Summerland.
Seven years ago this past June, 
Melvin Stecher and Norman Horo­
witz became Stecher and Horo­
witz, duo-pianists. Both were 
New Yorkers, born and bred; 
each had a highly creditable list 
of symphony and solo perform­
ances; neither had reached the 
age of 20.
Melvin Stecher and Borman 
Horowitz are now 26 and 25-years 
old, respectively. Both are still 
New Yorkers, but their joint ad­
ventures during the past seven 
years have taken them far afield, 
and down just about as many 
musical roads as a Steinway two- 
piano van can travel.
Solidly grouuded in the classics 
ardent and intensive students of 
both their instrument and its 
literature, Stecher and Horowitz 
are youthfully open-minded, and 
mindful of today’s taste. Their 
pairing of virtuosity and versat­
ility is evident in the stretch of 
e ir  'repertoire, the- scope of 
their activities.
FINE BONE CHINA IS BETTER FOR FORMAL 
ENTERTAINING
orate and expensive precautions on “real china." 
had to be taken to prevent its "Admittedly," he said, “china 
warping. has advantages over earthenware,
“While the soft paste factories and it won’t chip as readily, but 
grew and flourished, there were earthenware is more suitable 
many alchemists supported by than china for informal enter- 
despotic rulers who were being taining."
driven by their masters to dis- He explained that china is more 
cover the secrets of the Chinese,*’ expensive because the best bones 
Mr. Cooper explained. which go into its production come
The Elector of Saxony had a from oxen in Argentina, coupled 
"tame” alchemist named Johan- with the fact that it is mote dif- 
nes Bottger who was incarcerated ficult to manipulate during manu- 
in a castle and commanded to facture.
produce the true procelain. In Mr. Cooper also emphasized 
1708 he discovered the secret. that the patterns on English bone 
Mr. Cooper said that the ten- china nearly always are decor- 
dency these days was to insist ated on the glaze, and therefore
require perhaps as many as five 
or six additional firings.
Following is a breakdown of 
reasons for buying china and 
earthenware:
Fro China
—Better for formal entertaining. 
—Richer . . . looks more expen­
sive.
Thermal springs a t Wiesbaden 
In West Germany have been fam­




Duo-Pianists A t  Summerland 
Concert Arranged For Feb.
One of the country’s top twin-maker. On arriving at the audit- 
------  --------1 “  'orium, Stecher and Horowitz
The Stecher and Horowitz name 
Shaughnessy United Church first became familiar to the pub- 
was the scene,of an early winter lie whfn the two yoimg men 
wedding when Evelyn Rachel, were featured in an engagement, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M. extended and re-extended, at the 
Hallowach, Kelowna, became the Radio City Music Hall. They gave 
bride of Donald James Hutton, a total of 84 performances in that 
son of Mr. and Mrs. W.’ Hutton, famous hall where the names of 
Vancouver, on November 16. so many of today’s most,noted 
. YeUow, white and garnet mums artists first became household 
in bouquet arrangement enhanced words.
«T Before Stecher and Horowitz
J. Badger officiated at the double decided to tour • with their own
ri^C»ri i . .. . , . instruments, which are Stein-
^ • dl rkinhS a«o hv w  ways specially matched for tonal 
bu.n»+h color and contrast, many incid-
cown of satin and lace featuring ents> aggravating and funny, oc- 
l u t . S  curred. One concert committee
A Mwil ploittc or m bbw N td bog 
(welted in yevr eultraie p o d n i ran  
bon  life-ravef  If yraew nt move on 
boforo a  recently laundered Horn I* 
thoroughly dry. It wiU aUo tote «  
m l  w oihdoth oofoly.
were amazed to find him trying —Lasts longer, chips leis easily, 
to tone down a mahogany piano —Being vitreous, it won’t stain 
to match tthe walnut-veneered if chipped, 
grand beside it. Now a specially —Will not craze (fire cracks), 
constructed van carries the Ste- Pro Earthenware
cher and Horowitz Steinways, —Better for informal entertain- 
and they are assured of two fine ing. 
instruments wherever they play. —Warmer in appearance.
Last season the two young men —Less expensive. ' :
and their Steinways gave 52 re- —Underglaze colors more resist- 
citals, and were heard in 55 more ant to wear, 
as featured two-piano soloists —Not so liable to crack under 
with the Roger Wagner Chorale, sudden heat.
They became, in April, honorary 
Canadians. The mayor of Dauph­
in, Manitoba, a  town which 
thought Its musical tastes strictly 
popular, conferred honorary citi­
zenship papers bn Stecher and|
Horowitz after the encores to a; 
concert programmed primarily 
with encore material; at the end 
o f  the program, the delighted 
audience insisted on more. Ste­
cher and Horowitz, who had ex­
hausted their encore material, 
most of the program 
scheduled .for Winnipeg the next 
day—Mozart and Bach—which 
the astonished audience discover­
ed was very much indeed to its 
taste. a
Do You Titter, 
Chuckle or 
roar?
Whatever your style Indulge 
tonight at the Senior High 
School Auditorium over
"Stfange Boarders"
3-act Comedy by 
Radio and Drama Club 
of the Kelowna Senior 
- High School
8 p.m.
Tickets 50c at Door
This season'follows a 35-concert 
summer for Stecher and Horo­
witz. It has the same type of 
schedule as last season—but more 
so. Return engagements will 
bring Stecher and Horowitz back 
to the Midwest; they have been 
re-engaged in Western Canada 
in the South, and in New Eng 
land. And with the Wagner Chor­
ale, Stecher and Horowitz will 





japket and lily-point c rreu.( * c u m i m u e e  
with which she wore instructed that the two pianos 
satin sUppers. Her were to be as closely matched 
as possible, engaged a cabinet-finger-tip length veil misted from 
a sequin-studded crown. Red 
roses and lily of the valley made 
up the exquisite bridal,'bouquet.
As her sister’s attendant, 
Miss Irene Hollowach was gown 
ex-|ed in waltz-length aqua chiffon, 
matching headdress. She
HOUSEHOLD HINT
When you launder draperies, 
iron them lengthwise on the 
wrong side. Then hang them at 
the windows to finish drying com­
pletely.
Somebody has to COUNT 
them. * >
*Most guessses are way off.
It’s wiser, too, to count up the value of your Jioldehold 
contents for .insurance purposes. We have a FREE inven­




THE DEPARTMENT, STORE OF INSURANCE 






CALGARY (CP) -  NataUe 
Chapman, one of the few women 
landscape designers in Canada, 
prefer* a  comfortable back yard 
to  the impressive front lawn,
, ', “ It’s  the back garden that the 
.family Is going to use,’’ says 
Miss Chnpman. whose green 
thumb and practised eye were de­
veloped from* childhood by her 
father, who was in the landscap­
ing business, for 30 years.
. She says the back yard must 
hq suited to the individual family 
to  be put to Us fullest use. It 
should be divided into work and 
play areas. Shrub* and trees 
! should be tailored fbr the family. 
FAVORITE TREK 
♦*'A family with small boom 
should always have willow 
: 't r tfs /V  ih e  aays. f'Bws love to 
climb tree* and file laurel leaf 
willow . . .  has strong spreading 
’■ branches. . ■ ;  ̂ v '?;*
“Not only thaL it’s a  quick-
hardy tree with an  te-
---------  *»tty leaf.”  
problem la people 
■also oranges, palmwho want to rai a...... ..
trees, maples o r other growths 
suited -to ,the Southern “
when they had no business doing 
so.”
SPECIAL TREATMENT
Shrub-lovers njso must bo con 
vinced that some favored grow­
ing methods are impractical be­
cause of the climate.
“ I can’t  feet peoplo to stop wa­
tering their plants between Sept, 
1 and freeze-up,”  she says. “ It 
they water them after Sept,- 1, 
b* p  Is Collected a t the top. of the 
plant and freezes there. After n 
good solid frost, the sap will go 
to thp bottom ot the plant and 
water will form a  block of Ice 
to keep it there.”
Miss Chapman; her mother and 
father oil represent a  Saskatch­
ewan nursery. Their work begins in the winter when they visit 
home* to  arrange orders for 
plants and sketch layouts’ for
; x
Mis* Chapman1 say*
g g O f t S A * * * *
la r t  Snd birch 
the city now, 
chatty and
v uin . liiuniv.* • f Miss with
Parson advises consultation with carried a bouquet of yellow car- 
the doctor’before making planp. nations and Jily of toe, valie^ 
For the mother expecting her TCegroom’sbro ther, MtvDaL 
first child, furnishing top nursery Hutton was best man and Mr. W.l 
Ipresfents a few problems. Terry, ^ toe grooms cousin,]
Miss Parsoils said basic furn- ushered, 
ishing should include .a  crib, a „
chest of drawers,, a bedroom
chrir, a bathinette and a plastic-nnii dnr dinners ■ bridc 8 table was centred by the
M V F R S m  1̂  three-tiered wedding cake cm-
8 tMu^Stnlnment Miss bedded in ,White tulle. -At each
pfi-LnJ1 ihe Pe?iK*'(i' m2 corner a  tiny silver bird poised,I a n d ' d a i n t v  pink rosebuds nestled 
‘A  w -Mb S  in the White, film, Tho top of the
should be at your, own Wp level take > was decorated with min- 
So save b e n m s .^ e  m tixesn  it- mture wedding S .  
self should be fltm  but not h a rt M r.' J .  Adoir - proposed the 
in order to produce proper spinal toast to the brldo.rid which the 
development for toe child. Tick- groom -responded, 
ing should be sturdy and whter- For her- daughter.* wedding, 
proof if possible. A pillow would Mrs; Hollowach chose a  brqwn 
never be u sed ., . , .  , • ensemblei with fan accessories;
If you don’t want a bathinette, Hep corsage-tuns of yellow, cat- 
„ solid old-fashioned table about nations. Ice blue was the choice 
tite height of a.kltohcn table Is o f the groom’s mother; who wore 
ideal. Paint i t  white or a  pretty pink accessories and a pink car- 
pastel shade -and moke a quilted nation corsage, 
cover. Washable ’plajftie is prac* For the ’honeymoon,






j *’W« bawi i  limited ra 
plants.” she V explains*. T 
from yancomnmi^fM
can’t  believe plant* they were 
4 e t a t home won’t  ■  mnvtve
• - t
IW
Albert* a t  times from
"They re»Ry pj*y * 10, 1,
r t e n ^ r t ^ r & i
Wurtv 
tree^aa  Well 
rhubarband 
IbW'̂ iraLiMerti-4 ’ ,V ' 
)g toe /family 
.** she says, “ they would 
just about everything ex* 
the cflfrii fruits- And you 
can buy SO raspberry bushes for 
the mice of-one case 
berries.”  ,7  - ,
f a f t b e
tianr during 
(he tulips .started 
‘ rtml to sprout
■ ! RQtm «»OtD HINY
. 7\rIron pleats, first iron 
out flat on'toe wVoftg side, 
turn to*the right aide; < 
several meats at ■ time 










HANEY. H.C. (CP)-Mm; Alex- 
under Tait, blind housewife, has 
retired from overseas missionary 
but has «i busy program In 
ruit-gipwing centre 50 miles
Tench, Kor­
ean. HiiMttstaiU''and Japanese 
during 56 year* work overseas. 
She continued to teach after be-
com lhr bim a r
' Shel* TTV‘
a m ptor 
bride wore ah; 
electric blue suit with patent 
accessories, white gloves aod a 
white carnation corsage. The 
young couple how reside at 1298 
W, 70th Ave.. Vancouver., Rcla- 
lti vcb from, Calgary and Kelowna 
| journeyed to Vancouver for the 
I ceremony. -  \
♦
.Vm* dgent 
for 1 the Tbomss Cook Travel 
Agency fp India while his wife 
a mtssioaaty. now Is em-
daughterr Mrs,
h '/Vi ' >'m
V*
Routes
-/\ ,-r, 'v /; ..
For any Irregularity in the
of your
H t p i w  4 4 4 5
v v i i w m A  n u m m n  
- plate'/• ( '
(Wii
the New '^ssfernble - It-Yburself,r
O XFO RD  International
Unabridged
> ■ ■ , ,, <
v Of The English Language
■ - - ' ' v " - -‘ , v , ■ ' f ; , B A  ; , ' ■’ '
In 16 Sectidns) and a Deluxe Binder
.-1 f ■
A Section a Week-'Til Your Set Is Complete 
A $35°° Value-At a Price You Cap Afford
' l'-( i »-i» **




IS NOT EVALUATED UNTIL LOST !
Good nutrition is,needed for growth! Pasteurized milk is the only SAFE milk! 
A  pian forlh e p ro m o tio n o fh e alth  for ^  industrial w o rke rsIs essential!
as
can be controlled!
Healthful living conditions are essential.
During "H EA LT H  W EEK " these problems will be discussed in the press,
* s *n (
on the radio, before Service Clubs, Women's organizations,
in the schools, in the churches. They need the interest and co-operation




Write to the Health League of Canada, 111 Avenue Rd., Toronto, for a sample copy 




LEAGUE OF CANADA AND HEALTH
' v 'L
v \ , ' * , t i> r'f|V l■ ■ ■< ■
\'r \ » - n '
■ Jr .,1 ■
NOCA DAIRY
Use our Milk - Rutter > Cheese -  Ice Cream






G . H . W O O D  &  C O . LTD.
1621 Water St.
Sanitation for Die Nation
Phone 4322
265 Lawrence Avenue
T H E B O W LA D R O M E
1 V , ;  • , y  | “ rhone 8272
SPER LE'S  C LEAN ER S
\ 1558 Ellis St. \ Phone 3058
A SIEG'S SERVICE
452 Bernard Are., Phone 3452
LO N G  SU PER  DRUGS LT D
507 Bernard Ave.
* !/ ■
l. R A Y 'S  T V  CLINIC
Phono 2180 ,
* t
4  ,  i
1716 Richter St.
| ,1 | '« i f  t l , » » t j A < • II
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Courier Want Ads As Low As 2c a Word. Phone 4445
Births Board And Room
A NEW ARRIVAL -  YOUR. _ _  
friends and neighbors w ^ w ^ l ^  : J J ^ G U E S T  594*-
to know. Birth Announcements [W* Bam*m  Are, Phone 3947;
in the Kelowna Dally Courier are _____________  133
only 11.25. CaU the Classified I bo  ARD /u jd  r o o m  in private 
Department the day of yourjjjom,,. Working girls preferred.
Cars And Trucks
child's birth. We wm word your w  month. Phone 6673 
notice for you. Telephone 4445.
131
RICHTER STREET. 1293—Roam 
and board for elderly gentleman, 
950 month, employed gentleman 




DORCAS WELFARE SOCIETY- 
Sponsored by Seventh-day Ad­
ventists are conducting a sale
of home baked goods at 10 ,  k^ ,
Feb- 3. a t O. L. Jones Store, Ber- URGENTLY NEEDED — 2 bed- 
nard Ave. laojroQm^homc by March 1. Close
Business Personal
A. C. POLLARD 
B.C. LAND SURVEYOR
Room No. 1 
453 Lawrence Avenue 
Phone 2903
R.R. No. 3, Vernon, B.C.
IT.V. SERVICE MAN AND family 
I require an unfurnished 2 or 3 
bedroom home in or near city. 
Phone 8460. 130
DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE • , 
Free Estimates. Doris Guest. 
Phone 2481. Ml I
WANTED TO RENT COTTAGE 
on the lake from mid-June for 
one or two months with two or 
three bedrooms and modem fa­
cilities for a couple with two 
children. Please reply with a 
. . .  I snapshot if possible to Box 3723, 
1471 Daily Courier. /130
Y O U  S A V E O N  
Y O U R  CAR 
A T  G EM A C O
1956 PLYMOUTH, t w o  
door, V-8 sedan, two-tone, 
radio and heater, dual ex 
hausts ------------  $1,895
1955 CHEVROLET,, light
blue, two door coach, w ith 
overdrive and seat 
covers .1__ .__   $1,550
1956 "VOLKSWAGEN Se­
dan, beautiful new coral 
color, radio and special gas 
operated heated ....__$1,395
THE DAILY COURIER 
FRL. JAN. 31. 1958 8
Farm Produce
IF  YOU WANT FRESH EGGS 
Today’s Eggs Delivered Today
FRESH EGG HOUSE
895 Wardlaw Avenue
Free delivery every afternoon 
except Sunday 
Plume 8720 or 4575
Equipment Rentals
For Rent
OUR YEARS OF EXPERIENCE SUITE — THREE ROOMS AND 
can help you to solve your heat- Ibath. Adults only. Available Feb. 
ing problems more economically, list. Apply Reliable Motors. 134 
For free estimate call 4646.
Chet’s Gas Service.
G EM A C O
991 Ellis Street Phone 3993
Evenings Phone 3402 or 3432
132
FLOOR SANDING MACHINES 
and Polishers. Now available for 
rent in Kelowna. B and B Paint 




For ‘all your building needs 
Lumber - Sash - Plywood 
Insulation - Cement - Bricks 
Paints - Doors - Floorings 
Buy local — Buy at 
WM. HAUG. A SON 






HOME REPAIRS AND 
ALTERATIONS
Specialising In Asbestos
Asphalt and Insulating Siding
1361 SUITE — 2 ROOMS, LARGE,
unfurnished with large grounds, lential overnauiea. Four new 
reasonable, close to town. Phone 700*20 tire« Air conditioner and
12292.* »3si . - «
new with new paint and 
transmission and differ- 
h l d
ESMOND LUMBER CO. LTD. 
for all Building Supplies. Special­
izing in Plywood. Contractors 
Enquiries Solicited. Phone or 
Wire Orders Collect. 3600 E. 
Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C. 
GLenburn 1500. tf
1 5
J .  R. STEVENS 
Plume 8717
Position Wanted
I FURNISHED BEDROOM IN 
private home, with kitchen 
I privileges, 930 month. Phone 
16673. 135
_  _ „ ,  APARTMENT—THREE ROOMS I 
J-3-U1—kitchen, livingroom, bedroom 
and bath. Downtown apartment. 





Peachland — Phone 687
132
, ,1937 CHEVROLET, 1950 CHEV-
I ETHEL ST. — 1660 FURNISHED IROLET. All new. rubber. Phone
WIDOW WITH 2 CHILDREN
wants housekeeping position r{“  S f  m on^. Phorie 3670. 131 J953 DODGE SEDAN -  TWO
elderly | —_— ----------------- - ------;----------  tone blue, radio, signals, seat
M0|PRINCE CHARLES LODGE covers, tinted glass, 26.000 







BOOKKEEPER S T E N O G R A P H - _« ----------■------ —______________
ER, competent, and experienced [S ^ g iJm ^ ^ A T e ! ' P h S ^ U M  i948 JE E P — AWHEEL DRIVE,
. u s  I with cab, 30,000 miles, in ex-requires part time employment.
Phone 4034. 135
I UNFURNISHED 3 ' ROOM
cellent conditions. For
Sam The Rifle 
Stuns
By Performance
MONTREAL (Cp>-Sam (The 
Rifle) Etcheverry, strong-armed 
Montreal Alouettes quarterback, 
has long been associated by sport 
fans with the unexpected, but a 
football field was always the 
background until this week.
Known for his gambler's in­
stincts and abandon in football, 
the five-foot, ll-inch former Den­
ver University star appeared in 
a Young Men's Hebrew Associa­
tion basketball uniform . Wednes­
day night, surprising even the 
coach of the club, Benny! Lands.
Although Etcheverry was held 
pointless and committed two fouls 
in a brief, first-half appearance, 
he impressed - Lands; enough 'to 
win qualified praise as the Blues 
edged Georgians 80-77 in the first 
game of a best-of-seven series for 
the city championship.
“Football and basketball are 
two different propositions and 
Sam apparently hasn’t been-ex­
ercising since the end of the 
football season," Lands said. 
But he looked good on the court. 
In fact, I wish we could have 
signed him a lot earlier."
Durelle Seeking Revenge
Fuel And Wood
DRY BUSH AND SLAB WOOD— 
Phone Ivan Spletzer 6367. 141
FRESH CUT, COARSE FIR 
Sawdust. 510 per unit. Immediate 
delivery. Ken Clement, phone 
6105. 131
Two Leading In 
Second Roundj
O f Phoenix Qpen
NEW YORK (API—A line in 
the boxing book reads:
Feb. 19. 1957: Clarence Hin- 
nant, 176H. Washington, stopped 
Yvon Durelle, 181 ¥4. Bale Ste. 
Anne,’ N.B.. eight rounds, Miami 
Beach. Fla.
What happened that night?
"He was tough, all fighter, no 
boxer," claims Hinnant. "But 1 
outboxed Mm all' the way."
" It was very close until I got 
my eye cut," says Durelle. , 
No matter now. The only thing 
hat counts is the result. Tonight 
the sturdy Canadian fisherman 
and the lean, muscular boxer 
meet again under different cir­
cumstances.
UNBEATEN SINCE 
Durelle, 28, is unbeaten in 11 
fights (winning 10 with one draw 
against New York’s Tony An­
thony) since the Hinnant dis­
aster. He is rated No. 3 among 
the light-heavyweight contenders 
by Ring magazine and is talk- 
n g ‘ about a title match with 
Archie Moore if he wins a couple 
more
Hinnant, 24, is in on a rain 
check as a late substitute for 
Anthony, who has the flu. Hin 
naht was Tiding high until he got 
caught cold" by No. 1 contender 
Harold Johnson in, a May 31 
match in New York and 
mocked out in
tofar- 
130RELIABLE CARPENTER DE-1 STAIRS^ sulte^with bath" P r ie to  I y atlon phone 4545____________
S!RES i n s i d e S S c e - ' O o s e  to on Abbott St. WATCH “CARS AND TRUCKS 
pabinets, wall tiling, Electric' range and space heater for sa le —there are some great
and decorating. Very moderate ^  Phone 3186. 132 bargains listed every issue of the
rates. Phone 7950. . - 135)__fZ—_____—_— | Courier. 32-tff
PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) — Dow 
Ftosterwald and Stan Mosel each 
COAL — PRESTOLOGS I holding a share of the lead, pre- 
CANMORE BRIQUETTES pared to tee off today to the sec 
Buy how before i t  really gets cold I ond round of the 915,000 Phoenix 
Where From? Open golf tournament.
WM. HAUG AND SON Both golfers posted five-under 
1335 WATER ST. PHONE 2066 par 66s over the 6,585-yard Phoe- 
GLENMORE YARD PHONE 3208 nix Country Club, course Thurs-
M-F tf|day to move two strokes in front 
n  .  . 1 .  | ,  of newcomers John McMullin,
Pets And Supplies Tom Jacobs and Wesley Ellis
___________________ r r  Jr., and veteran Jerry Barber,
PUPPY — BLACK. TWO month Five Canadians were within 
old. Apply 2242 Speer Street. striking distance of the leaders
132 Lyle Crawford of Vancouver
GOLDEN LABRADORS — -Re? T 'n v  n  *> .iS (Toronto s 1 A1 Balding had>regula-
Help Wanted
TYP IS T-C LER K
Payroll-Accounting
W o rk
TWO OFFICES ABOVE BEN­
NETTS STORE. One facing 11957 METEOR RIDEAU 500 
Bernard Ave. Newly decorated. Hardtop, 11,000 miles. For jnfor- 
Floors tiled, .halls finished, mation phone 4545. 130
Offices will be painted to s u i t -------*--------;----- ----------- 1----------
tenants. These offices offer heat, 1954 FORD 2 DOOR SEDAN — 
lights and' are ideal location. I Radio,’ heater. Excellent con- 
Apply office at Bennett's Store. Idition. Very good tires, 37,000
1311 miles. Will accept 1946 to  1948
ITHF. RF.RNAttn TJTTXtF. — RED. J* 8 Paymaat-
ROOMS by day, .week, or month. May ** seen at 528 Bb£ b
I A Iba  ItAiiealraaniiKf DKanis 1 lo l
istered C.K.C. 3 months old.i,. ■
male, female (spayed, if desired) Jerry . Magee, an
$50 each. Tomby Kennels, DeHart IJ j . ,  Torontonian, carded a 72 
Road, Okanagan Mission... 134 and then-came Bob Wylie of Cal-
'ga iy  w ith .73, Stan Leonard
MADE PUPPIES — BOXER- Vancouver,' 74. and Frank Willey
Lab eight weeks old. Used to out- of Edmonton 75'
doors. $15.00. Phone 8p87 even- Murray Tucker of Toronto and
M11 two Vancouver golfers, : Hugh 
Morris and Bill Morris, did hoi;
Also housekeeping rooms. 
2215.’
Phone 
131. . .  . „ . - ... -----  ---------------- ._______ _ _ ,J 5 3  FORD HARDTOP — Fully
Simpson-Sears nave an opening  ̂ equipped, custom radio, ovei>
Business Opportunities drive transmission. 1028 Corona.
man oh their general office staff. | v - Itien evenings, -or^-photoe B;
Previous office experience alid WHODESADE PICTURE; FRAM-jWoiken 2232 days, 133
knowledge of payroll and ac- ING Business ~  a going concern. TORn  r a n c h  w acon
__  Iq I New condition,
(assist beginner to starting thej®dtopment, 26,000 
Forty-hour work week and vari- business. Contact Mrs. H. Ross, Phone 2792. 




Applications by appointment 
only
Telephone 3805 
Today from 2 until 4 p.m.
SIM PSONS-SEARS
Kelowna
Motels -  Hotels
SHADY STREAM MOTEL 
Pacific Ave. off Vernon Rd.
I Completely furnished 2 and 3
1954 PLYMOUTH SAVOY—Four 
door sedan, reconditioned motor 
good paint, clean interior. Will 
take trade. Phone 3607. 133
133
1956 METEOR NIAGARA — Two 
door sedan, custom styletone 
^  , .paint, radio, low mileage. Will
room , cottages. Propane Gas j trade for older car or truck, 
heating and cooking. Rates by Evenings Phone 2160. 133
day, week, month. ------------------ -- ----------------------
Telephone solo | Tires And Accessories
145
BUSINESS GIRL REQUIRES 
companion housekeeper for , eld­
erly mother. Live to. Phone 2993 
after 5:30 p.m. or on weekend
V  B 0 ¥S
For Newspaper 
Carriers
The K elow na D aily Courier 
h as  a  new  ro u te  open for 
delivery , afternoons after 
school and  Saturdays.
| HATHAWAY STORE
t
re e fe r  boys living In o r near 
; Apply In person
_  .HIGHEST PRICES PAID FOR
RED TOP AUTO COURT retreadable tires We will buy 
1688 Vernon Rd. outright or make you a liberal al
Completely furnished, plus Tele- lowance on new or used tires 
1311 vision, &oom individual cot-1 Kelowna Motors Ltd. The Valley's 
tages. Front and rear entrances. Most Complete Shop. F-^-tf
Private parking stalls. All utili- > ■. »
ties supplied. Low weekly or A U tO  r l l ld l lC in f l  
monthly rates. 1541 J
RESTMOR COURT 
1760 Vernon Rd.
CAR BUYERSl OUR LOW COST 
fginanctog plan will i help you 
make a better deal. See us for 
details now before you buy
Completely furnished three * » m  Bernard Ave» 130
|duplex units, all utillfies. laundry1
facilities, 2 channel Television) Aftid6S FOf Sfllo
138
^ K U N  M O TEL
jments, tub baths, heat, - lights, | FURNACE
— including all 
excellent condi-
Itelephone. TV and laundry facili- _  . . ,
ides available. Week or Month. W**1 c9al
W«Hter rates. P.L^s'i>Y ^.„but■ tfltion, Bargain
------------------"Z----- n — ~  KUMFORT HEATING
Property For Sale I pmdocis
PRIN TED  P ATTER N
with Trinidad's Yolande Pompeyit was even money and taka 
to Chicago, Dec. 18. your pick.
The Washington boxer now is The 10-round bout a t Madison 
rated No. 8 to the division bySquare Garden will be carried 
Ring, i ■ on radio and television, starting
Despite Hinnant’s TKO in Flor-at 8 p.m. MST, over NBC net* 
Ida',' the odds makers have beenworks to the United States and 
hedging on the bout. Early todayover CBC hookups in Canada.
Warriors, Flyers 
Battle For Lead
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
The’battle has been joined be­
tween Winnipeg Warriors and 
Edmonton Flyers for the leader­
ship of the W e s t e r n  Hockey 
League’s Prairie division.
This wait more obvious than 
ever Thursday night as both 
teams came up with victories to 
continue their deadlock at the top 
of the heap.
The Warriors came from be­
hind a  2-0 deficit to whip the last- 
place Calgary Stampeders 5-2 at 
Winnipeg, while at Saskatoon the 
Flyers defeated Saskatoon • St.
Eaul Regals 4-2.It was Edmonton’s second win 
i as many nights over the Re- 
iua umj aa&ijv ppo <> vu<»n »als. They beat them 11-7 the
Worst Conditions In Years 
In Banff Ski Tournament
qualify.
Grouped at 69 * with • Crawford, 
Jay Hebert, Billy Maxwell, Bert 
Weaver, J . C. Goosie, Shelley 
Mayfield and Julius Boros. 
^Another, stroke back were 12 
golfers, including such familiar 
names a s . Tommy Bolt, Jimmy 
t Demarelhaijd’-Jien Venturi of-San 
| Francisco-; winner of last week’s 
Thunderbird Invitational.
. Defending c h a m p i o n Billy 
Casper J r..o f Apple Valley, Cal., 
the leading; money winner ; this 
year; found the going rough and 
finished With a one-over 72.
ESTIMATE FLU TOLL
LONDON (Reuters) —  Between 
110,000,000 and 15,000,000 persons 
in Britain suffered from Asian in­
fluenza last fall, Dr. John Fry 
estimates in the British Medical 
Journal. About 5,000 persons died 
from direct or indirect effects of 
| the epidemic.
By RCHARD ANCO 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
BANFF, Alta. (CP) — Upset 
predictions were strong today as 
10 American and Canadian uni­
versities started competition in 
the 12th annual international in­
tercollegiate ski m e e t  under 
some of. the worst skiing condi­
tions in years. ' :
Dark horse from among the 
eght U.S.' and two Canadian col­
lege teams is Wenatchee Valley 
College of Wenatchee, Wash., 
boasting two powerful Norwegian 
skiers- and balanced strength- in 
Nordic events, the cross country 
and jumping.
Also rated high and given a 
good chance to become the first 
Canadian team ever to win the 
international championship is the 
University of British Columbia 
squad again coached by Al 
Fisher. U.B.C. -finished second 
last year ahead of Wenatchee
l it t l e  snow
However,. snow conditions on 
Mount Ndrquay were prob 
the poorest in the history of the 
annual competition, officials saic 
Thursday. Only about 16 inches 
blanketed the steep slopes and 
there were rocks s h o w i n g  
through to places.
Today’s event, the two-mile 
downhill, was moved to nearby 
Mount Temple where snow was 
reported to a depth of more than 
three feet. It’s the second time 
to 12 years—the other was to 1955 
—that Temple has been used and 
officials said the new course 
makes the downhill run rela­
tively simple this year.
previous night to move Into t  tie 
for the leadership.
The leadership issue should tilt 
n one or the other team 's favor 
Saturday night, vhen Flyers play 
the Warriors h t Edmonton. In 
tonight's only game New West­
minster is at Vancouver.
23 PENALTIES
Twenty - three penalties were 
handed out tot Winnipeg as offi­
cials continued to carry out WHL 
president Ai Leader’s stricter 
rules enforcement order.
Dusty Blair gave Stampeders 
the lead at 3:27 of the opening 
period when he knocked the puck 
into the Winnipeg net during a 
scramble. Sid Finney made it 2-0, 
lifting the puck into the top of the 
Warrior net from close in.
A little later Finney left the 
ice with a twisted knee. Before 
the first period was over Howie 
Glover and Pete Kapusta tallied 
to knot the score. Regals were 
two men short a t the time. 
Winnipeg took a 4-2 lead in the 
Hopes for more snow all but I second period on goals by Bill 
disappeared. Forecast tempera- Mosienko and Frank Arnett, and 
ture for today was near 30 de- in the finale Mosienko scored 
grees above zero with sunny," again to put the Warriors out of 
clear skies. , '  j reach.
The meet is to run over three |k ilBURN SPARKS FLYERS 
days, with giant slalom and 
cross country 
on "
Colin Kilbum, continuing to 
the stuff that has made him 
Tht 9 a valuable recent acquisition by 
Edmcnton, shot the Flyers Into
ifpiH iS S J h S ?  Jn lead at 13:57 of the
° efc! I P^lod at Saskatoonstandards, on a newly-built ski Ray Ross tied ’the score less
„  than 'five minutes later, firing 
WASHINGTON MONOPOLY from the right wing after passes 
by Wenatchee or by Reg Primeau and Howie MU* 
U.B.C. this - year would end a ford.
m o n o p o l y  file University of Primeau was cut about the 
Washington and W a s h i n g t o n  mouth by the stick of Edmon* 
State College held in the last top’s Len Lunde in the opener, 
fn years’ Defending champion Lunde drawing h five-minute pen 
Washington State has taken the | alty
championship four times with the Jack Hendrickson gave . the 
University of Washington captur- Flyers » 2-1 lead to the Second 
mg it in 1955̂  and 1956. period and before it was over
A contingent from file Univer: Bud MacPherson had made It 3-1. 
sity of Idaho of Moscow, Idaho, Edmonton made it 4-1 to ,the  
was delayed and^was > not ex- third when Patty Glnnell was 
pected in Banff,uptil, early,fi>day. | credited with a goal that went 
Other .competitors are the host | in off Saskatoon defenceman 
Dmyersity of Alberta, University Johnny Reeve’s stick. Seconds 
of Montana, Montana State Col- later Don Raleigh scored from 
lege, College of Puget Sound and Les Colwlll and Reeve to ePd the 
Whitman College. r  scoring.
Top skiers with Wenatchee are 
Dag Helgestad of Skryap, Nor-
FJVT
New  Bill Pleases Many -  
Some Still Have T V  Blues
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BANTAM MOTORCYCLE-Good 
cdndltion, $125 cash. Phone Win 
, , ' . _ i Hold 2538 after 6 p.m. 135
3 bedroom stucco bungalow dust —  1 >'• ; -arTiss .'
outside city limits; full modern. WELDER AND LIGHT PLANT- 
Large living room with fireplace, portable, electric cables and hel- 
Full price is $7,500 with very met. Original price $1,175, sell- 
good terms to reliable party. tog $700; fast charger, 6 and 12
'volt, original price.-$65,' selling 
$30. Both, new . condition. Your
' B h a iM fljfS  ;. 
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AIR COMPRESSOR $150 
HYDRAULIC PRESS $12S 
Both good condition
IIEMME1T BROS.
■ Ante’Machine Shop 
’ 350 Lawrence Ave. 
Phone 3100 or 7627
and basketball appeared happy 
today; with prospective legislation 
for professional sports, but base­
ball expressed concern over cer­
tain'aspects of a. new-bill drafted 
by the House of Representatives 
anti-trust subcommittee. .
Thpre whs hq Immediate com­
ment from 1 Clarence ■ Campbell, 
president of the National ‘Hockey 
League.
vIn brief, the bill would make 
only commercial aspects of base­
ball, football,, basketball and 
hockey—concessions; ticket sales, 
A gift that’s handmade by you I »tafium rcntals,^ ®*c.—liable to 
means so much — and is so anti-trust laws. Other a s s e ts  
thrifty. Any one of these aprons reserve clauses, player drafts, 
would be gladly received. But* farm systems, tenritoriaf rights 
tons, bows and cohtrast-piping etc.—which are reasonably ■ ne- 
acccnt their pretty styling. , cessary"' to the sports would cs 
Printed Pattern 9039: Medium capo monopoly Jurisdiction, f 
size only. Top or center version i t’s that ‘‘reasonably, neces 
—each takes ,1% yards 35-inch; sary” phrase which troubles 
lower version, 1V4 yards. , baseball, and even some mcm- 
Prlntcd directions on each pat* k e rs  of the subcommittee which 
tc™ I drafted the b»U ln Washington,
coins^" (sttorms Cc a n ^  be# a "  Chairman Emmanuel Cellcr,
ccptcd) for this pattern. Please »encouraBM* basebaU1’ to ° work print plainly SIZE, NAME AD- entourages _ toisebnll to work
DRESS, STYLE NUMBER.
Requests for patterns should 1̂defined > reasonabb^ ̂  necessary 
be nddressed to: MARIAN I as anything not detrimental to
MARTIN c/o Tile Kelowna ---------------
Courier Pattern Dept., 60 Front I 
St. W., Toronto. ,





It'.- would be up to the courts, 
however, to decide what is detri­
mental, he added. Pro sports 
have known that all along.
Said one top baseball official, 
who declined to be identified:
“We pould have reached a TV 
agreement , long ago. The problem 
sn’t between the majors and the. 
minors.' But say we reach an 
agreement; blacking out major 
league telecasts in minor league 
areas when those , minor league 
clubs are playing at home. The 
majors, are happy, and, the 
minors^ arehappy.
“But then a TV station In 
slacked out area says we are 
denying its right to telecast ma­
jor league games. Then we all go 
to court. Even if wo are found 
to be right to taking reasonably 
necessary* action, it has cost us 
money.. Wo win the battles, but 
We lose the war-because we go 
broke,"
What bnBcbnll wanted, and did 
not get, was a 1 bill listing what 
it could and could not do . in re­
stricting TV, under anti-trust laws 
—fiius making costly court action 
unnecessary.
way, and Hallvard Grosvold of 
Kongsberg, Norway, says coach 
B ob ' Johnson. With them are 
four-way.man Larry Simoneau of 
Laconia. N.H., and jumper Terry 
Welander of Seattle.
Wenatchee edged U.B.C by five 
points in an international meet at 
Rossland, B.. C., earlier this 
month. Washington State finished 
third. ’
PLATT MISSING 
While U.B.C. is without John 
Platt, winner of the downhill and 
third in the slalom last year, 
Fisher s a y s  he has steady 
strength to Bob Davis, Don Stur- 
glss and Pete Miller, all of Van­
couver, and Dave Jones, a top 
slalom and downhill skier from 
Trail. Davis missed last year's 
International contest when he 
fractured his leg at the Rossland 
meet. Also with the B.C. team 
ard Oslo-born Roar Gjesslng arid 
Terry ' Stringer of Revelstoke, 
B.C.
Irving Servold of Camrose, 
Alta., a top Canadian cross coun­
try skier in the l056 winter Olym- 
pice at Norway,* Is back again' 
wite a stronger Alberta squad. 
With him are John’ Derrick of 
Banff and Barry McPhalen of 
Calgary, both downhill and , sla­
lom aces who were with the 
team two years ago.
Whitman and the College of 
Puget Sound both dropped out of 
the gruelling cross country race 
and they were joined by the Uni- 
m ,ty Montana in, deciding 
no) to  enter the Jumping event/
\7r
. Syracuse, founded to 734 BC, 
was once the wealthiest and larg- 
est city in Sicily,
YOU CAN CASH IN ON . 
QUR DOUBLE-CHECKS!
V . •
So carefully do we check 
cars in and out, that every 
little trouble is detected and 
cured before I t  can grow 





ROOM AND BOARD BY GENE J)HERN
129
FOR SALE -  ONE NO, 308 
Winchester rifle with sling recoil
Sid, box shells, $100.00. Unit 0. 1, Park Motel. 129
ns hush I Three bedroom NHA top w si- 
Identtot area with city sewer and 
GMAi (water. Livingroom with dining
ell,-kitchen with nook, brick firp- 
full besement with auto- 
MMfonaace.  ̂Possession
CHESTERFIELD AND CHAIR— 
Nylon upholstery in green leaf 
design, new condition. Phone 
4460 132
S Aeouht Unas daily -Jl'400 aumth ® j *1^
-  iSSfaSg'S!: .w S - S h " * '1**-
......* * *  BW‘  <*00DWM
mA' ' ‘ 1 1
rj«w!at
ROBERT II. WII-SQN 
LTD
E r« to l»  '1814 t * B its  M
HEATER, COLEMAN OIL bur­
ner," 55,000 B.T.U. Model S455, 
excellent condition. $65. Phone 
2172 or 4030. 131
b u p e b c l b a n  b l e a c h  .
Kelowna product Machine and 
Hand Laundry. Household apd 
Commercial u te .»Jake Relmer, 
ptome 3IWI dr W  ■, , 1 ,1#
The' rahk of field marshal was 
introduced In the British Army by 














If unable to contact a doctor 
Dial 2722
DRUG STORES OPEN
Bondars, Holidays and 
. ffednepdays ,
' ;  S'pgBi.’.ta.g40 p m .'
O S O tO O S  CUSTOMS HOURS 
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Can your house BURN O U T?
ten gets 0 long head* 
discovered. Insurance 
^  it . v .  is the, finly 
financial protcctljOfi.
SEE
W HILLIS INSURANCE_ ........... AGENCY
t h e  M i 'A R iM n tir  s t o r k  o i ; in s u r a n c p .  
PHONE 2217 2 N  BERNARD AVE.
H 1'*
I* Speed With 
Aim  O f A ir
FBI., JAN. 31. 1933 TOE DAILY COUEIES
By ROBEB RICE 
C n t B u  F n t i  Staff Writer
STl HUBERT. Que. (CPi-
Jing monthly itatiitlcal report Is 
issued from the over-all bead* 
I quarters at Ottawa's Rockcliffe
Chimes sound, bells ring and red 
light* blink in a busjbasem ent NETWOHK 
room at the RCATs Air Defence I Major relay stations are also 
Command Headquarters here. «t Vancouver. Edmonton,
a i .  V/inniDCg. Rockcliffe and Hal
*  ,f**' E»c*» relay has at least a
? i  On ! dozen “tributaries." St. Hubert*
C°mmun Ca* i tritmtariea—27 in all—are scat* 
thms reky  systom. tered aero.* Quebec, part of On*
Quietly, an attendant n o t«  thf tarlo tnd ^  Eastern Coast, The 
destination, glances for garbled cloie, t ig ncxt door, five feet 
words, walks to an outgoing tra n s-iw>y an<j the farthest is a t 
f i t te r .  Within seconds the urgent iGoosyc Boyi Labrador. 300 miles 
message is on its way. | northeast.
•'Speed with accuracy-thats, >Tb.  iy«tem is like a river 
Fbat wc re always aiming for,* ;wlth ^ Bny gtreams feeding Into 
•ays Fit. L t Henry Holgate of It » Explains n t .  Lt. Holgatc. 38, 
Hamilton, commanding officer ofjwbo believes morale -  “the 
No. 5 Communications Unit, on* higher toe better"—makes for
proficiency.
He was born at Sault Ste. 
Marie, Ont., and is married with 
four young children who spent 
their tender years in the Yukon, 
his last posting before St. Hubert, 
eight miles south of Montreal' 
The "streams”—radar stations 
In the Pine Tree network or 
other HCAF Installations — pour 
messages into the "Main riverr 
which passes them along as 
quickly as possible.
Rockcliffe tested the speed
9
of six such centres across Can* 
•da.
rfelZED TROPHY
. His unit combined speed with 
accuracy to win an unnamed sil­
ver trophy as the most efficient 
communications relay station in 
the RCAF's trans-Canada chain. 
The trophy glistens in the office 
of F i t  Sgt. William (Woodle) 
Wood of Saskatoon, relay super* 
Intendent.
, Winning it brought quiet de­
light to the St, Hubert crew, who
Y O U R  H O R O SC O PE
©
fO S  TOMORROW 
This day's Influences augur 
well for social programs and en­
tertainment of every type. It Is 
a day for happiness! for good 
domestic relationship, romance 
and courtship; also for lending 
assistance to community ana 
welfare groups.
FOR THE BIRTHDAY 
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
your horoscope indicates that 
you esn make the coming year 
an outstanding one if you push 
forth with confidence and fore­
sight. Mobilize your efforts to 
the utmost as of tomorrow, since 
the results you achieve within 
the next five months will have a 
profound effect upon the way 
you Wind up the year. February, 
June and September will be out*
rs
placed last in the previous com-1once. It sent a message to itself 
petition.
The job of the air force com­
munications system—set up in 
1954 after a tri-service network 
was reorganized — Is to relay 
,messages over many thousands 
of miles of leased land lines on a 
.teletype network. Radio teletype, 
eliminating the need for wires, is 
elso used.
' Millions of words are handled 
'each year. A survey in the first 
■even months of 1957 showed 18 
messages went astray in more 
than 7,000,000.
To keep mistakes at a mini­
mum competition is encouraged 
between key stations and a pierc-
standingly good for 
matters, but follow i
financial
xmserva-
tive policy, nevertheless. Some 
adverse influences in August 
and November could cause an 
offset in gains if you are not 
careful. ,
Be tactful in personal r i l l  
tlonshlps — especially during 
July and August. Don't let your 
impulsiveness lead you into dlf 
Acuities with kith dr kin. With 
controlled emotions, however, 
you should find most of your 
associations quite pleasant for 
most of the year. For the single 
late June wfil be the best time 
for marriage.
A child bom on this day will 
be a kindly and understanding 
companion, extremely capable in 
emergencies.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
via Vancouver. Australia and 
England. Three minutes later, af-| 
ter 'circling the earth, the mes­
sage reappeared on teletypes 
back at Rockcliffe.
Many messages are niulti- 
addressed—aimed at perhaps a 
dozen different, scattered sta­
tions. A "tape factory” repro­
duces the original perforated 
tape as many times as needed, 
and each goes its separate way.
The system has capacity and 
flexibility to handle the flood of 
■JRCAF messages that would be 
involved in the event of war. It 
provides fast links with Washing­
ton and London
Music Held Individual Means 
O f Expression In Modern Age
PRINCE ALBERT, Saak. (CP) 
•-Music provides one of the few 
. means of individual expression in 
this modern age, and-more era- 
Vphasis should be placed on it dur­
ing school *years, says a teach 
lng authority here.
1 /1 . 1 /
B r ARCHIE MACNEIL 
CanRlan Frets Staff Writer
TRURO. N.S. (CP) — Pioneer 
educationist Dr. L. A. DeWolfe 
does not expect the forthcoming 
Canadian Conference oh Educa­
tion at Ottawa to supply answers 
to all the problems.
One reason, he says, Is that 
most of the 800 delegates will be 
l college graduates "who think of 
education as schooling, and that 
the only place a child can Jearn 
is from the teacher,"
; The conference at Ottawa Feb.
. 17-21, he says, is bound to pro* 
 ̂duce some results but it would be
< better "if there were feiber del­
egates from the top level and
v morp from the lower level."
He also thinks too much time 
will be spent op discussion of 
„ teachers* salaries.
Education has been Dr. Dc-
< Wolfe’s business for mahy years.
- After a short- teaching career ne 
, later became director of rural ed- 
, ucation for the province. He held
this post from 1930 to 1943. Dur* 
ing this period he helped pioneer 
-the home and school movement, 
and was national president from 
1938 to 1945. He was provlncla 
president from 1946 to 1951. > 
What this country needs "Is 
' more elementary teachers. .
■ in high school there are already 
too many teachers.*’ He says
- there arc history teachers getting 
high salaries to tcll students what 
they should be reading. "It's all
■ mere to read.”
, .He thinks teachers should have
a little m ore, missionary spirit 
. add loss interest in a pay cheque, 
If Dr. DeWolfe were picking 
delegates for the conference ?' 
would pick an Intelligent farmer
Don Forbes, supervisor of mu­
sic in S a s k a t c h e w a n  public 
schools, enthusiastically runs a 
program under which children 
learn everything from Gregorian 
chants to Canadian folk songs..
The advent of television in the 
home has made music teaching 
: n schools more essential than 
ever before, he believes.
The Children today are losing 
creative abilities in the face of 
the immense competition offered 
by television,” he said.
"Through no fault of their own, 
children and young people today 
are being spoon - fed entertain­
ment from the TV channels.” 
BASIC TRADITIONS '  '
Mr. Forbes’ musical diet for 
youngsters includes Bach and 
other classical composers for 
children as young as those in 
grade* 2.
Tor critics who say children of 
this age couldn’t possibly under 
stand the masters, Mr. Forbes 
replies that these composers form 
the basic traditions of music.
"The earlier children become 
acquainted with them, the bet­
ter.” he argues.
He finds folk songs, valuable in 
giving children an understanding 
of music in their own country.
Mr. Forbes’ program in Sask­
atchewan public schools includes 
large doses of classroom singing, 
sight - reading and listening pe­
riods. '
The children learn three new 
songs each month. "They have 
quite a repertoire, even at the 
end of one year, at that rate,” 
he says.
fanned  for the future is a se­
ries of recorded dramatizations 
of the lives of the great com­
posers.
By B. JAY BECKER 
(Top Record-Holder In Masters* 
Individual Championship Flay) 
QUIZ
You are the dealer, neither side 
vulnerable, and have opened One 
Diamonds. Partner has respond­
ed One Heart. What do you now 
bid with each of the following four 
hands?
1. AKJ8 RJ3 +AQ94 +AJ72 
X  4  A  RQJ53 +AQJ78 +AK4,
3. 4 K M  RKJ7 4AK982 453
4. 4AJ8 fA K S  4KQJ32 494,
1. Two clubs. Many players 
tend to rebid either one or two 
notrump on this type of hand, 
but neither bid can be accepted 
as correct. Though both schools 
are right as* far as picturing the 
balanced distribution is con­
cerned, both are wrong when it 
comes to the matter of repre­
senting the high card values 
held.
The jump rebid to two notrump 
is supposed to contain 17 to 19 
high card points. (Some authori­
ties contend 19 or 20 points are 
required.) The two notrump bid 
is therefore a misstatement of 
fact, and consequently may re­
sult in an improper contract* be­
ing reached.
A one notrump rebid also may 
lead to the wrong contract. The 
rebid of one notrump by the 
opening bidder is a weakness bid, 
and-should not be made on a 
hand containing as.m uch as 16 
points. '
To avoid the inaccuracy of the 
one notrump underbid or the two 
notrump underbid, a compromise 
bid of two clubs is selected. This, 
at least, has the merit of being
an ambiguous bid. which may be 
based on minimum values as 
well as on a hand of more sub­
stantial values. Partner is sup­
posed to tread delicately there­
after until the actual strength 
of the hand* is revealed.
2. Three clubs. The jump shift 
(forcing) is used to alert partner 
that a game has already become 
a certainty. When this bid is 
next reinforced by a vigorous 
raise in hearts, the tremendous 
slam potentialities also become 
established. About all partner 
needs for a slam is a pair of red 
kings.
3. Two hearts. • It is better to 
raise hearts immediately, even 
with only three trumps, a sure 
fit having been discovered, that 
it is a rebid two diamonds, where 
a fit may be lacking if partner 
passes. The two heart bid is also 
a more encouraging bid, which 
should be given, where possible, 
when there are more than mini­
mum values.
. 4. Three hearts. This is one of 
the rare cases where a double 
raise can be given at once with 
only three trumps. The absence 
of a fourth trump Is more than 
balanced by the 18 high ’card 
points held. Since a two notrump 
rebid must be dismissed because 
of the, club weakness, and a three 
diamond bid would be improper 
with only a five-card suit, the 
three heart bid comes closest to 
representing the overall values
Malaya produces about one- 
half the world’s tin, and one-third 




SUMMERLAND (CP)—Reid A. 
Johnston of Summerland has 
bfceii appointed police and stipen­
diary magistrate, small debts 
court magistrate and judge of the 
juvenile court for Summerland. 
He succeeds Rdbert Alstead who 
resigns Jan. 31.
who perhaps has little schooling, 
but has learned a pile since. 
Then perhaps a self-made mer­
chant'or perhaps a bookstore op­
erator who knows ' the reading 
habits - of his community. AU 
these-types would have some­
thing to contribute.”
Ripley’s BELIEVE IT OR NOT
* * "R S W " * *
BUttf M tall-w as TkKSN
m a r m M m m *
MODEM RCftSCCMBltD 
'•O  A ROAD COULD U
tm m m m e m r r
ACROSS 3. Female 23.------
1. Laughter < fowls , Down- .
Public
5. Asterisk notices Street- r"v ,
9. Talked , 5. Impassive 25. Miss
(slang) 6. High - Gardner
10. Weeds of the 7. External 26. A,
grainfields seed coating coin
(Bib.) 8. Recall (hort.)
12. Herb bennet 9. Mr. -27. An
13. Shade of Hagerty exit
green 11. Conduit . 29. Over-
14. Bulk 15. Personal turns
15. Head 17. Metallic 30. Relieves
support rock 32. Come in
16. Half an em 20. Bog 35. Prong
17. Grampus 21. Beverage 36. One'of
18. Knight of 22. De- the Bears
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li. Pilot’s guide 
38. Too
40. Extinct bird
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DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE — Here's how to work it: 
A X Y D L B A A X R  
It L O N G F E L L O W
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is used 
for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Singlo letters, apostrophes, 
the length and formation of the words are all hints. Each day the 
code letters flro different. ■
A CRYTOGRAM QUOTATION
J V P O K  M V P  C K B D  - E Y K K C P Q  J P  
P J V K Y O  C K O K Y H K - W J  B P J  E P Y  
J V K Q O K A H K O - A W B L P A B .
Yesterday's Cryptoquote: SIN HAS kANY TOOLS, BUT A LIE 
IS THE HANDLE WHICH FITS THEM ALL -  HOLMES.
THE 01D HOME TOWN -  Stanley
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B.C. SHORTS
Models of a B.C. ogopogo sea 
serpent, of a cannon at Fort 
Henry, Ont., of the Mile Zero 
signpost on the Alaska High­
way and of a Maritimcs sea 
captain are held by these four 
girls of the Canadian tourist 
association offices in Toronto.
With the tourist industry the 
third largest in Canada in dol­
lar volume now, the Associa­
tion is investigating ways and 
means of pushing its standing 
to the top of the list. Its 1958 
objectives arp: A better indig­
enous Canadian Cuisine, pro­
duction of travel films, and
Jianufacture of distincitive anadian souvpniss. The Asso­
ciation’s b i g g e s t  promotion 
venture of the season is the 
British Columbia centennial 
being held throughout the year.
End O f Rail Steam Seen
Next Five Years
VANCOUVER <CP)—The Brit­
ish Columbia Electric Company 
said Thursday it plans to step 
up . its' 600-man winter working 
force to 2,000 men in the spring 
at its huge Bridge River Power 
development project. The hydro­
electric plant will add 345,000 
horsepower to the company’s sys­
tem when completed in 1959.
BONNER GETS PROTEST
VANCOVER (CP)—The Brit­
ish Columbia Youth Council has 
fowarded to ' Attorney - General 
Bonner a copy of a resolution 
protesting the closing or reloca­
tion of the New Haven Borstal 
Institution at Haney. The resolu­
tion was adopted by the B.C. 
Correction Officers Association.
TEACHERS ARBITRATE
VANCOUVER (CP) — Van­
couver lawyer Hugo Ray has 
been selected to represent the 
Vancouver School Board and 
Owen Mason of the Vancouver 
District Labor Council has been 
chosen to represent secondary 
teachers in arbitration to set a 
new scale of teachers* salaries. 
The two now will chposp a neu­
tral chairman. The board'is cx- 
pected to sit shortly.'
SEES FATHER ROBBED ;
VANCOUVER (CP) — A 16- 
year-old Wednesday night saw 
his father robbed in one of four 
street strongarmings. M a r v i n  
McQuarry chased but lost two 
suspects after they had robbed 
his father of his wallet and a 
case' of beer in city’s east end.
the “centennial baby" of this re­
sort town.
DOUBLE DEATH 
CHILLIWACK (CP)-Two cars 
were involved Wednesday night 
in the Trans • Canada Highway 
traffic death near here of Jimmy 
George, 95, of the Atchelitz In­
dian Reserve.
Police said George alighted 
from a bus and was hit by one 
car and knocked into the path 
of another travelling in the other 
direction.
By ARCH MACKENZIE 
. Canadian Press Staff Writer
|  MONTREAL (CP)-Thc steam 
ower that helped to weld Cana- 
ian nationhood may have fin- 
shed its long, romantic ruii on 
he two major railways within 
Ive yefirs from now.
The transition to diesels is lead- 
ng methodically to the scrap­
yard for steam equipment—from 
he lordly mountain - class loco- 
notives to the grimy switch cu­
es.
Wood - fired Iron horses, bc-
plumcd with clouds of sparks 
and smoke belched from lofty 
stacks, inaugurated trans • con­
tinental rail service by the Cana­
dian Pacific in 1886. The promise 
of that service had won British 
Columbia to confederation in 
1871. , ,
Now, the CPR hasn’t one steam 
engine left in B.C. The Canadian 
National R a i l w a y s  t/ill have 
ended steam west of Edmonton, 
and east of Montreal along the 
south shore of the St. Lawrence, 
by this coming summer.
iW ID E W O R LD
1bSHORT STORIESFLUORIDATION SUCCESS
Me. (AP) — After 
drjnking fluoridated 
•ydar-old school chil- 
Norway, Me., have 90 
per cent less decay in their pcrijv 
nent teeth than the same age 
•oup did five years ago, the 
!aine health and welfare depart­
ment said Thursday. Norway was 
ttie first Maine town to bdd 
fluorides to its water to prevent 
dental caries.
r  > PUBLISHER HONORED
# GRANBY, Quc. (CP) — Aime 
jLauriOn, founder and publisher 
pf the daily Voix de 1’Est, Thurs­
day night was named Granby’s 
ff'Man of the Year,’’ by the two 
Chambers of commerce of this 
f ity 45 miles east of Montreal, 
e  was presented with a bronze 
aque in recognition of his pro­
motion of industries in Granby, 
larticipation in the activities of 
any Granby associations, and 
uccess in the administration of 
everal businesses.
found not one but 10 fires. They is 
said piles of paper had been ig­
nited in many of;the,classrooms 
of the 16-room school, and fires 
were burning in 10 of them. Dam­
age was estimated at $25,000,
BOAT GROUNDED
VANCOUVER (CP)—A power­
ful tug was dispatched Thursday 
to the assistance of the 50-foot 
British Columbia forestry patrol 
boat Y e l lo w  Cedar reported 
aground on the west coast of 
Vancouver I s la n d , about 165 
miles northwest of Victoria. For­
estry .officials here said the Yel­
low Cedar grounded on a Tock 
while on a routine patrol with 
four men aboard. No one aboard 
tee shio was Injured. The ship 
was not holed.
t  CHILDREN rOISONED
r * JERUSALEM (AP)—Five hun­
dred children aged four to 9 
were treated in various hos­
pitals Thursday for food poison­
ing. Authorities s a id all had 
liinch at a central school kitchen, 
lost were dismissed from the 
poispltals, but some were kept for 
jrthcr examination and treat- 
nent
■ t ■ *
* CHARGED WITH MURDER
TROIS-RIVIERES, Quo. (CP) 
Sharlcmagnc Lcfcl vrc of Labri- 
HHe, Quo., T h u r s d a y  was 
charged with the s la/jr i n g of 
Arthur Goudrcault, 47, of Trois- 
Rlvicrcs. The victim died Dec.
01 a police station where he had 
•ought protection after allegedly 
being beaten by Lefebvre several 
-pays earlier.
S RETURNS TO CYPRUS
* NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP)-Brlt 
Ash Governor Sir Hugh Foot rc- 
ftirncd to Cyprus Thursday from 
Ankara where ho conferred with 
Foreign Secretary Selwyn Lloyd 
ind  Turkish minister? on the 
{/roubles of this island. He 
Defused any comment on the re- 
ihlta of his visit, in his absence 
0ome of the worst clashes oc 
" nrred that the island has had
even Turkish Cypribts were 
|illcd and more than 100 Injured
SET SCHOOL FIRES 
rST. CATHARINES (CP)-Flrc 
Jen answering an alarm toAlcx- 
ira public school in the north
MINE ACCIDENTS UP
WASHINGTON (AP) -  United 
States coal mine accidents in 
1957 caused 473 deaths, an in­
crease of 28 compared with 1956, 
the bureau of mines reported 
Thursday. Estimated total coal 
production was 515,500.000 tons, 
drop of 14,300,000 from the 1956 
total, * ■ ■ ■
HOOLIGANS ARRESTED
BELGRADE (Reuters)—Large- 
scale arrests of Bulgarian teen 
agers for “hooliganism” have 
taken place in the last few days 
travellers from Sofia, the Bui 
garian capital, reported Thurs 
day. JFodo Zhivkov, - Bulgarian 
Communist party chief, warned 
last month that the “hooligans’ 
were "imitating and spreading 
western fashions in clothing 
manners and loose morals.”
The CPR target for all-Cahada 
diesclization is 1961. Adding 154 
new diesel units last year, it now 
has a stable of 822 on its 17,053 
miles of line—or more than haU 
its total power.
The CNR aims at about the 
same date. It has 1,430 diesels 
and 1,440 steamers left—many of 
the latter in storage—along its 
24,255 miles of line.
It will wrap up its program 
somewhere in Southern Ontario 
President Donald Gordon hinted 
at the date when recently he said 
that Stratford, Ont., will be the 
last s’eam shop.
He said he couldn’t promise 
that the shop will exist beyond 
another four years.
The diesel’s operating economy 
and efficiency spelled steam’ 
doom on a world-wide scale. The 
written-off steam survivors glut 
the markets and their chief value 
scrap.
Thriving on prolonged opera 
tioas, diesels, have injected 
work-a-day efficiency at the ex­
pense of color, many old rail­
roaders feel, offering about as 
much romance to the industry as 
an oil furnace.
But where initial cost runs 
higher for diesels, they score 
heavily in. operating and main­
tenance eepnomy.! A mainline 
steamer costs about $175,000 as 
against the $500,000 for the two- 
unit diesel taking its place.
Steam . will linger longest -on 
branch lines in freight and pas­
senger service. CNR statistics 
show that diesels as yet supply 
only 44 per cent of the system’s 
passenger miles, 70 per. cent of 
freight gross ton miles and 72 per 
cent in yard locomotive miles.
Replacing the leisurely "mOk- 
run” local of rural fame in many 
places are diesel coaches, speedy, 
svelte and economical.
The CPR acquired another 12 
coaches' last year. It now has 43, 
second - highest number ot any 
line in the world. The- CNR has 
22:
The CNR purchased its last 
steam locomotives in 1944, the 
CPR about 1947. The nationalized 
British railways, for example 
ended steam purchases only in 
the last year or two.
YOUNGEST OBSERVER
WHITE ROCK (CP) — One- 
month-old Michael John Warren 
last night became the youngest 
fellow ever to attend a town 
council meeting here—and he 
didn’t cry a bit. Little Michael 
was presented with an engraved 
silver cup by Mayor Hodgson as
VANCOUVER (CP) — Union- 
management conferences con­
tinued Thursday in an attempt to 
end the 10-week-old strike of 
some 6,000 British Columbia pulp 
and paper workers.
Some of those connected with 
the talks expressed the hope a 
settlement might be reached 
soon.
The- talks have been underway 
since' Friday but no statement 
has been forthcoming from either 
side in the wage dispute which 
has cost $60,000,000 to .date in 
lost wages and production. *
URGE TEACHER AID
VANCOUVER (CP) — The 
fourth annual British Columbia 
Education Conference Wednesday 
passed a resolution asking the 
provincial government to con­
sider loans for student teachers.
The conference also suggested 
loans be wiped out after three 
years’ teaching service.
COAST RAIN HEAVY
VANCOUVER (CP)—More rain 
has fallen on Vancouver Airport 
already this month than in any 
other January in its recorded his­
tory.
With two days of showers yet 
to go, rainfall at the airport is 
9.94 inches. Last record fall for 
January was in 1953 when 9.43 
inches were measured.
THE DAILY COURIER 1A  
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N ACTOR ILL
SANTA MONICA. Calif. (AP)— 
Actor Rock Hudson entered hos­
pital Thursday for treatment of 
what bis physicians called a di­
gestive upset. “Nothing serious," 
added Dr. Maynard Braodsma.
*
MAKE TRADE FACT
WASHINGTON <AP> -  Senator 
William Knowland (Rep. Calif.) 
announced Thursday night that 
an agreement has been reached 
with Britain for an exchange 'of 
$8,000,000 worth ot surplus tUnltcd 
States agriculture commodities. 
The commodities involved aro 
prunes, canned fruit lemons, 
canned lemon juice and grape­
fruit.
M U R D ER ED  M A N  FO U N D
Search for William Perry, 
shown with his daughter Bar­
bara, 13. ended when his body 
was found under a coal pile in 
,the basement of h is , burned 
home. He had died of savage 
axe blows on his head. He had
MERRY MENAGERIE
been missing for the four days 
teat had elapsed since the fire 





Modern convenience needn’t 
stop at the end of the gas lines. 
Let bottled L.P. Gas put many 
new appliances to work for you. 
VVe deliver anywhere.
M O V IE C O LU M N
“Those things are giving me 
an inferiority complex 1“ PHONE 2244
Propane Ltd .
526 BERNARD AVE.
Home Movies Fa y O ff 
For Friendly Couple
By BOB THOMAS 
HOLLYWOOD (AP) — Lots of 
families make home movies, but 
none has made, them pay >off as 
well as a friendly couple named 
Virginia and Andrew Stone.
Operating from their home 
here, the Stones make movies 
with noted stars and the results 
are shown in theatres around the 
world. They’re perhaps the most 
unusual film operation in Holly­
wood.
Andrews gets tee ^ea  *or a 
movie, writes the script, pro­
duces and directs. Virginia edits- 
the film and scouts locations. 
The latter is no small affair— 
their filing are • shot entirely on 
location.
Their films are made at a frac 
tion of what they would cost a 
major studio and they have won 
critical acclaim for their quality.
Virginia was busy on 4fie final 
cut of their last film, Cry Ter­
ror with, James Mason and Inger 
Stevens, and Andrew was at 
work on the script of their next 
one, Infamy at Sea with Mason 
and Dorothy Dandridge. They 
took time off to explain how they 
work.
STUDIOS UNCONVINCED
“This is the system that I 
tried to sell the studios in 1947," 
said Andrew, who had produced 
some musicals and comedies for 
United Artists. “ I knew that pic­
tures could be made on location 
with a minimum of equipment
and expense and a maximum of 
quality. '
“ I convinced no one. In fact, I 
fear the word got around that 
poor old Stone had lost his 
marbles.”
/  Stone met Virginia when she 
worked for him as a cutter. 
They married and/formed a team 
to produce their own pictures. 
Failing to get studio backing, 
they found an angel who backed 
their f i r s t  effort, Confidence 
Girl. It -cost $50,000 and turned 
a healthy profit.
They hit the big time with The 
Night Holds Terror, a crack 
metodrama., w-h-i cJ*-- .
bought outright. Next came Julie 
with Doris Day, Louis Jourdan 
Frank Lovejoy and Barry Sulli­
van. Despite the top-drawer .cast 
(Miss Day earned $200,000), they 
made the film for a total of 
$750,000.
How do they do it?
By trimming tefeir operation to 
bare essentials. The equipment 
can fit into their garage—a light 
camera, tape-recording gear for 
sound and simple lighting.
“We let the locations work for 
us,” said Virginia, who some­
times must find as many as 75 
sites for a picture..
A piston-operated fire engine 
used about 350 BC, is described 
in writings by Hero of Alexand­
ria.
r  a dau 
of this city Thursday night1 rlagc.
$1,000,000 ERROR 
SPRINGFIELD, 111. (AP) • 
Someone made a. million-dollar 
error in a cheque sent to the 
licence bureau for a $10.50 set of 
Illinois automobile plates. Romeo 
Rizzatto of Alton requested the 
Alton Banking and Trust Com­
pany to make out a cheque for 
$10.50, but, through a mistake, 
the bank added $1,000,000 to the 
amount. The cheque will be re­
turned.
SINGER TO . MARRY
HOLLYWOOD (AP) — Singer 
Dorothy Shay Thursday said she 
and Richard C. Looman, head of 
Chrysler Corporation's west const 
public relations office, are plan­
ning to bo married. No date has 
been set,,said the vocalist, known 
os the "Park Avenue hillbilly.” 
It will bo the Mrs! marriage for 
lVIiss Shay, 35, Looman, 38, has 
ghter by a former mar*
PHONE
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Theatre Book Tickets are Economical 
Now Showing —  Twice Nightly —»7t00 and 9:05 p.m.
Saterttay continuous fromliOOpja. U  Cartoons
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.COMING MONDAY.
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Richard Burton'
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"LIQ U O R -C O N T R O L PLEBISCITES A C T "
P R O C LA M A TIO N  O F 
R ETU R N IN G  OFFICER
' ' V
P R O V IN C E O F BRITISH C O LU M B IA  ,
Electoral District
TO WIT: ■: -
PUBLIC NOTICE is hereby given to the electors in the above mentioned 
polling division of the South Okanagan Electoral .District; that I have received 
Her Majesty’s Writ to me directed, and hearing date the 28th day of January/ 
1958, commanding me to cause the following question, namely:
“Arc you l̂n favour of the .‘‘Totem Inn” being granted 
, V  a publlc-hoiue licence?” -, /  '
to be submitted According to the “Liquor-control Plebiscites Act” to the said 
electors in.the said polling division, and, further, that in obedience to thp said 
Writ u poll shall be opened at 8 o’clock in the forenoon and shall be closed at 
8 o’clock in the afternoon on the 21st day'of February, 1958, for taking and 
receiving the votes of the said doctors aforesaid in the said polling division at the 
MUNICIPAL HALL in Pcachland.
Of Which nil persons are hereby required to take notice and to govern themselves 
accordingly. , ' ’
i "' V' n ■' ■' ■ - -1 .a/.i: ' ■ ■ -■ ,i './■■.■' i"/. 'A: 1 ' f ■ 1 ■' ■ ■ ■ ■
GIVEN under my hand at Pcachlqnd, B.C., this 30th day of January, 1958.
' 1 1 \  " , CHESEL R. MAKER,
Returning; Officer,
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M O NDAY, FEBRUARY 3
Under the guidance of Mrs. Louiso Kerfoot, hekd mother, hundreds of mothers 
will canvass between 6:30 and 7:30 p.m. Citirens arc'requested to leave their * 
porch lights on. This is the only appeal; no coverage, o f the business iicction will 
be made. ’ ' ' ’ " ’V-t ' 4‘ ' ^ "
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DandSi dumbfounded and bewfldered by the lowest, craziest prices Th retail 
history.Mention Red Pendl to them — they tremble — and yon get the’ 
low, low Red Pencil price I I I
T
100  S a fe ty  S h u t O ff 
G leam ing  W h ite  E nam el





Plus your o ld  w h ite  en a m e l 
g a s  ra n g e  ' •
v L a d d a  Z ig -Z ag
SEW ING M ACHINES
•  Fully Automatic




L im ed O ak  
COFFEE A N D  STEP
TABLES
R.P. SPECIAL PRICE 
O N LY
EA.
10  , A s  Illustrated Below ^
V A C U U M  CLEANERS
• i ' '! }-/•  Cuulster type
•  Heavy Duty
•  All Attachments
•  TV h.p. motor
r p : p r i c e  *
$ 3 8 8 8
C hrom e F in ish , 7  Pee.
KITCHEN SETS
•  Ladle ’ \ i  '
•  Flipper Reg. $6.95
•  Spatula '
•  Potato Mather R.P. P R JC E
•  Mixing Spoon ,
•  Serving Fork
•  Matching Wall 
Set























2  PCE. CHESTERFIELD SUITE
French senmed back, coll spring reversible cushions, 
no sag spring base, modern metallic boucle covers, 
brass aowcHca hardwood legs. Special price Just $109.05 
less $30.00 trade In allowance. You pay Just $140.05 
and your old suite, $8.00 per month. *.
JUMBO 9-Pce. CHROME SET
9  pcc. Jumbo Chrome Suite ■— 36" x 72” 
double extension table drith 6  chairs, uphol­
stered scat and back in new nubby cover.
r .p . p r i c e  ’______ :____ - ___
5-Pee. CHROME SUITE
Excellent quality assures you of 
years of wear,
. . ■ > kit
w
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8  C U . FT. Q UICFREZ
R EFR IG ER ATO R
•  Cjross-the-Top Freezer
•  Shelves o/i Door




Heat ln Winter • • . Cool In Summer
R.P. PRICE O N L Y '
R a tta n
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T o p  G rad e  F riezes a n d  Boucles
I1C hoice o f  C olors
R. P, PRICE . . . . , . . .  . .
1 "•><
Big, big 10-plcco Bedroom Spite luxuriously lipf 
Ishcd In "Tahiti Pearl" blonde mahogany. 
Dovetailed^ joint construction, centre glided 
dpkwcrs, cedar elded drawers with m/iliogany. 
bottoms. Suite consists of, largodoublo dresser 
with bevelled plate glass mirror, 4 drawer chif­
fonier, bookcase-headboard bed,’2 bed lamps, 
2 pillows, ribbon spring, 22p coil spring filled 
mattress and baby chenille bedspread.. „
R.P. PRICE FOOT
STOOLS





• t1 36“  B r a n  o r  C ommit '
FIR E S C R E E N
D n ir Type
R.P. PRICE',, *. (
t )  "
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BiO a id  Rtus are bewildered as the RED PENCIL SLASHES PRICES. ALL 
THRU THE STORE. The RED PENCIL promises that if they behave, he’ll 
forgive them . .  .  but he must REDUCE PRICES LOWER THAN EVER 
BEFORE. -
W ESTIN G H O U SE D ELU X E M O D EL CL8
•  Choice of water 
temperatures
•  Flush to wall 
installation
•  Door safety switch
•  5 year warranty *
R EG .
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"Horrible!" screams salesmen, "we've never
seen anything like this before!" Red Pencil
* ■ ^ ' * *
goes wild . . . Tearing, Slashing, Ripping!
* * ... «*
It s the greatest rampage of values ever!
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Westinghouse
9.1 cu. ft.
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„ 50-lb. Frozen Food 
Storage
Regular; $ 3 4 9  ^ ®
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Kelow na ¥  Penticton
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C O CK TAIL
ROCKERS
•  No Sag Spring
•  Frieze Covcm
•  Choice of Colors
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